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What capabilities are supported by differentWhat capabilities are supported by different
types of Elements?types of Elements?
Overview of CapabilitiesOverview of Capabilities

The following table provides an overview of the capabilities supported by Metrics, Multi-Metrics,
and Reports.

Overview of Capabilities
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Should I use a Metric, Multi-Metric, or Report toShould I use a Metric, Multi-Metric, or Report to
visualize my data?visualize my data?

This article describes how to select the appropriate type of element to visualize your data.
An overview is provided for the typical use-case scenarios as well as the advantages and

key constraints for the 3 primary types of elements supported by Metric Insights:

1. Metrics
2. Multi-Metrics
3. Reports

1. When should I create a Metric?1. When should I create a Metric?

A metric is the right element type to use when you want to chart a key measure across time. A
metric may include a dimension and is limited to a single measure and must show trends over-
time.

Key Requirements for a MetricKey Requirements for a Metric

• Time must be the X-axis in the chart
• A Metric Chart can only include a single Measure
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Advantages of MetricsAdvantages of Metrics

• Moving Average Lines can be automatically created in the Сhart
• A comparison line can be defined to visually compare values to a prior period (e.g. 'Same

time last year')
• Statistical and Stoplight views can be automatically created
• External events can be overlaid on the chart
• Targets can be associated to the metric with variances displayed in the chart
• Alerts are easily generated for metrics by regular users

The above example illustrates a metric that charts the SalesSales measure using a dimension drop-
down for Product Subcategory (1)Product Subcategory (1). A parent Category (2)Category (2) value is also included as a drop-down
in the chart.

2. When should I create a Multi-Metric?2. When should I create a Multi-Metric?

A Multi-Metric is used when you want to combine more than one Metric together in the same
chart.

Key Requirements for a Multi-MetricKey Requirements for a Multi-Metric

• Metrics must first be defined individually before they can be included in a Multi-Metric
chart

• Multi-Metrics support only Bar and Line visualizations (use a Report for other types of
visualizations)

Advantages of Multi-MetricsAdvantages of Multi-Metrics
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• Metrics from different data sources can be easily included in the same Multi-Metric
Chart

• Different dimension values for a Metric can be compared in a Multi-Metric (e.g. Sales for
the US can be compared to Sales for Europe for a metric dimensioned by geography)

The above example illustrates a Multi-Metric that charts a SalesSales metric together with a DailyDaily
VisitorsVisitors Metric. See below for example of second advantage.

2.1.2.1. Example of how all dimensions of a single metric can beExample of how all dimensions of a single metric can be
displadisplayed on one chart using a Multi-Metric.yed on one chart using a Multi-Metric.

1. Add each dimension as a separate Metric
2. Example of a Multi-Metric Chart for all dimensions of Sales for all CountriesSales for all Countries Metric
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3. When should I create a Report?3. When should I create a Report?

A Report can be used to visualize any data set using a wide array of visualization options.
Reports also allow you to pivot a data set before it is included in a chart. Additional
information about how reports are created can be found here

Advantages of ReportsAdvantages of Reports

• Any arbitrary data set can be charted - no restrictions on number of measures or
dimensions included in data set

• Multiple charts and pivot tables can be included in a report as long as they are all based
on the same underlying data set

• If Report history is maintained, KPI and Report alerts can be easily generated by Admin
or Power User

The above example shows an example where data was pivoted and charted as a stacked bar
chart.
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What options are available for manually loadingWhat options are available for manually loading
metric and report data?metric and report data?

If the data for your metric or report is only available in Excel file, you can load this data
using the following options:

1. Upload from a CSVCSV version of the file from your local machine
2. Key Entry of Manual Metrics using the Add Metric Value pop-up (for metrics

ONLY)

You can select an option based on the characteristics of the file that contains your data.
Each option can be used for both Dimensioned and Undimensioned elements. Each
method is further explained below and any technical restrictions are identified.

Note: New in Version 5.0, the concept of Datasets was introduced. This functionality allows
you to download files from various Data Sources, such as Tableau and QlikView, into a
format that can directly provide data to both Metrics and Reports. For more information,
see Understanding Datasets

1. Load from a file1. Load from a file
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This option allows you to select a delimited file for uploading and:

• Is available both on Mac and PC
• Provides a sample CSV file if needed

For more information, see:

Source Metric Data from CSV

Source Dimensioned Report Data from CSV

Source Un-Dimensioned Report Data from CSV

2. Load Metric Data using manual data entry2. Load Metric Data using manual data entry

Features include:

• Dynamically adapts to to both Dimensioned and Undimensioned Manual Metrics
• Measurement Values are entered one at a time for each Measurement time for a period

determined by the Metric's Measurement Interval; for example, Daily, Weekly

For more information, see Enter Metric Data Manually
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What is the Impact of Charting Intervals onWhat is the Impact of Charting Intervals on
Charts?Charts?

The setting for Index Charting IntervalIndex Charting Interval on the Measurement Interval Editor is established
when a Charting Interval is added to a Measurement Interval. This setting is used to govern
the generation of the thumbnail shown on the tile and the Chart Preview images, and it is
also the Charting Interval that opens up when you access the element in the Viewer. Only
one Charting Interval is 'indexed' for each Measurement Interval.

This setting impacts Metric and Multi-Metric Charts. The example below is for a Metric.

For more information, see Update Measurement Interval Settings

1. A1. Access Access Admin > Reference Objects > Measurement Intervalsdmin > Reference Objects > Measurement Intervals

Review the settings for the defined Measurement Interval

For this example we use DailyDaily Measurement Interval

1. Open a Measurement Interval Editor. The Editor opens on the Interval Definition tab
automatically
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2. Open the Charting Intervals tab
3. Note the Index Charting intervalIndex Charting interval setting. In our example 2 Months2 Months interval is defined

as an Index Charting IntervalIndex Charting Interval

2. Open a Daily Metric2. Open a Daily Metric

1. Notice that the time frame in the tile and the Chart Preview are the same
2. See that the time frame represents the 'indexed' Charting Interval of '2 Months' ('2

m') and corresponds to the Full Chart view shown below

2.1. Open the Full Chart view2.1. Open the Full Chart view

1. Note that this example uses a DailyDaily Measurement Interval
2. See that the default value in the Charting IntervalCharting Interval buttons is '2m' ('2 Months').
3. Notice that the Charting Interval buttons correspond to those set in the DailyDaily

Measurement Interval Editor's Charting IntervalsCharting Intervals grid

NOTE:NOTE: You can use any Charting IntervalCharting Interval button to see more or less data points on a Chart
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Why are there Compare Lines only on someWhy are there Compare Lines only on some
Metric Charts?Metric Charts?

Compare Lines are associated with the settings of Measurement Intervals. For example, the
settings defined for the Daily Measurement Interval influence all existing and new Daily
Metrics differently. This article covers the basic settings for Compare Lines, which can be
added to the existing Charts or will appear as defaults on all newly created Metrics.

If no Compare Lines are assigned to the Measurement Interval, then none are shown on
the Metric Chart with this Measurement Interval

1.1.

Review the available Compare Lines assigned to a specific Measurement Interval

1. Open the Measurement Interval Editor. For this example we use DailyDaily Measurement
Interval

2. Open the Override Compare Lines tab which contains all Compare Lines assigned
specifically to the DailyDaily Measurement Interval
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2. Compare Lines settings2. Compare Lines settings

The Override Compare Lines tab includes 2 grids with each of them serving its specific purpose:

• Compare LinesCompare Lines grid (see 2.1)
• Standard Compare LinesStandard Compare Lines grid (see 2.2)

2.1. Configure which Compare lines can be added to existing Metrics2.1. Configure which Compare lines can be added to existing Metrics
of the corresponding Measurement Intervalof the corresponding Measurement Interval

Compare LinesCompare Lines grid includes all Compare Lines that can be added to all previously created
Metrics of the corresponding Measurement Interval

1. Assign Compare Lines to a specific Measurement Interval (we use DailyDaily Measurement
Interval as an example)

2. Open any Metric with DailyDaily Measurement Interval
3. Click Manage OverlaysManage Overlays below the Chart LegendChart Legend
4. Notice that all Compare Lines assigned to the DailyDaily Measurement Interval can be

added to a Chart of any DailyDaily Metric via the Manage OverlaysManage Overlays function. To learn more
details, see Overview of Metric Overlays
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2.2. Configure which Compare lines will be defaulted for all new2.2. Configure which Compare lines will be defaulted for all new
Metrics with corresponding Measurement IntervalMetrics with corresponding Measurement Interval

Standard Compare LinesStandard Compare Lines grid includes a list of all Compare Lines that will be added to any newly
created Metric of the given Measurement Interval by default

1. Assign Standard Compare Lines to a specific Measurement Interval (we use DailyDaily
Measurement Interval as an example)

2. Create a new Metric with the Daily Measurement Interval
3. Notice that Compare Lines assigned to DailyDaily Measurement Interval are automatically

added to this Metric

NOTE:NOTE: The default Compare Lines can be deleted from the Chart via the Manage OverlaysManage Overlays
option
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Basic MetricsBasic Metrics
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Create a Simple (Undimensioned) MetricCreate a Simple (Undimensioned) Metric

This introductory article describes how to define the basic settings for creating an
Undimensioned Metric from your SQL statement.

PREREQUISITES:PREREQUISITES:

1. Prepare a SQL Statement:Prepare a SQL Statement: You need an SQL statement that returns a set of
measurement times and values for your metric. See Writing SQL for a simple
Metric for more details.

2. Data source:Data source: Metric Insights must have a working data source connection to your
data source. If you have not yet configured a data source connection, see
Connecting to Data Sources.

1. A1. Access New > Metricccess New > Metric

Define the basic Metric information:

1. Measure of:Measure of: identify what this Metric should measure (for example, Sales, Visitors,
Website Activity, etc.). You can create Measures on-the-go by scrolling to the bottom
of the drop-down list and choosing the Add New MeasureAdd New Measure options. Refer to Create a
Measure for more details.

2. Measured:Measured: select the measurement interval that applies to the level of aggregation
that you want in your result set.

3. Select Not Dimensioned
4. Name:Name: The system automatically generates name based on the values selected in the

fields above, however, you can change it to a unique descriptive name of your choice.
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5. Select the CategoryCategory of a new Metric. Categories are used to group tiles at the
Homepage and quickly find required elements.

NNext:ext: define detailsdefine details

2. Define Data Collection par2. Define Data Collection parametersameters

1. Data Source:Data Source: select the repository which contains your data. For more info on data
sources, refer to Understanding Data Sources. We are using a SQL Database for this
example.

2. Data Collection Trigger:Data Collection Trigger: select a trigger that will initiate your metric data collection
process. To fully configure how data collection should be triggered, see: Automating
the Collection of Data

3. SQL Statement:SQL Statement: Enter an SQL using the format explained in the HintHint next to the text
box. For more details, see: Write a SQL Statement for a Simple (Undimensioned)
Metric

4. ValidateValidate: click this button to verify that your SQL statement is valid.
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2.1. Optional pop-up for par2.1. Optional pop-up for parameter substitutionameter substitution

NOTE:NOTE: If you have specified :last_measurement_time:last_measurement_time in your statement, you will be asked to
select the date/time validating your statement.

3. When validation is successfully completed, click 'Collect3. When validation is successfully completed, click 'Collect
DataData''

1. If your statement is valid, the statement box is green; if there are any errors, the box
is colored in red and errors are explained below the statement box.

2. The total number of found records and an example of first one are displayed below
the statement box.

3. To proceed with fetching data, click Collect dataCollect data
4. Specify advanced options for collection of data
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3.1. Select the beginning date for data collection3.1. Select the beginning date for data collection

4. Enable & publish your Metric4. Enable & publish your Metric

1. System returns last data collection date
2. Optionally you can preview your metric
3. Define whether this Metric should be available at the Homepage and click Enable &Enable &

publishpublish
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5. Y5. You will be trou will be transferred to Metric Vieweransferred to Metric Viewer

What would you likWhat would you like to do next?e to do next?

• Create an Alert
• Create an Event
• Add an Annotation
• Overlay other Metrics
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Write a SQL Statement for a SimpleWrite a SQL Statement for a Simple
(Undimensioned) Metric(Undimensioned) Metric

This article describes the requirements of an SQL statement that fetches data for an
Undimensioned Metric

For a step-by-step guide on creating a new Metric using the Metric Wizard, see Create a
Simple (Non-Dimensioned) Metric

SQL Statement is entered in the Metric Editor, 'Data CollectionSQL Statement is entered in the Metric Editor, 'Data Collection''
tabtab
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SQL Statement RequirementsSQL Statement Requirements

The SQL statement for an undimensioned metric must return exactly TWO columns in the
result set:

1. Measurement date/time
2. Measurement value (integer/float)

Measurement date/time must be returned in ANSI date format, with or without the time: "YYYY-
MM-DD" OR "YYYY-MM-DD HH:MM:SS". These values in the data set are automatically
normalized based on the Measurement Intervaleasurement Interval set for the metric. For the most commonly
used Intervals:

• DailyDaily: Set to the beginning of the day. e.g. '2012-12-28 12:22:33''2012-12-28 12:22:33' is truncated to
'2012-12-28 00:00:00''2012-12-28 00:00:00'

• Weekly:Weekly: Set to the last day of the calendar week based on the calendar week table in the
Metric Insights database. The default week is Sunday through Saturday.

• Monthly:Monthly: Converted to fall on the first day of the calendar month. e.g. '2012-12-28''2012-12-28' is
converted to '2012-12-01''2012-12-01'

FFetching One Row per Measurement Periodetching One Row per Measurement Period

It is important to ensure that only a single row is returned in the data set for a given normalized
date. If the data set contains multiple rows that, when normalized, fall on the same date, the
last value collected is retained and all other values are discarded. For example, the SQL
Statement for a Daily metric returned the following 2 rows:

'2012-12-28 00:32:00''2012-12-28 00:32:00' 25

'2012-12-28 08:12:00''2012-12-28 08:12:00' 44

Both of the above date/time values would be normalized to '2012-12-28 00:00:00'2012-12-28 00:00:00' and the first
row in the result set would be discarded (only the value of 44 would be recorded for the
specified date).

Similarly, for a monthly metric, the following results were returned:
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'2012-12-15 00:00:00''2012-12-15 00:00:00' 25

'2012-12-28 00:00:00''2012-12-28 00:00:00' 44

Both of the above date/time values would be normalized to '2012-12-01 00:00:00'2012-12-01 00:00:00' (the
normalized date for monthly periods) and the first row in the result set would be discarded
(only the value of 44 would be recorded for the specified date).

FFetching Data Incrementallyetching Data Incrementally

In some cases, you may want to only fetch new values rather than re-collecting all historical
data whenever the SQL statement is run. If you would like to fetch data incrementally, include
the :last_measurement_timelast_measurement_time variable in your SQL statement. This variable is set at run-time to
the measurement time of the most recent metric value collected in the Metric Insights
repository

1. If you want to copy the required variable to your clipboard for ease in writing your
statement, just click on the variable name.

If you do not include :last_measurement_time:last_measurement_time in your SQL statement, Metric Insights will re-
fetch ALL historical values. It will add new metric values and update existing metric values
based on the result set of your query. Once a value has been collected into Metric Insights, it
will not be deleted if it is not in a subsequent data fetch
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Establish a Drill-Path from a Metric to anotherEstablish a Drill-Path from a Metric to another
Element (Metric Associations)Element (Metric Associations)

Drill-paths are used in Metrics to guide a User to either a Report that provides more details
on a specific data point or to some other related element needed for the further data
analysis. Drill-paths are defined in the Metric Editor - Associations tab.

Before you begin, consider whether you want to do one of the following:

1. Add a drill-path to a Report that shows specific details only for the specified data
point

2. Setup a drill-path to a related element. This drill-path is not performed
specifically for a given data point and instead navigates the user to a related
Metric or Report that might contain essential information required for further
data analysis

This article covers the Setup process for both drill-path options.

For information on [+ New Aggregate][+ New Aggregate]. see Create Multiple Aggregates from a Single Metric

Example of the three types of Drill-PathsExample of the three types of Drill-Paths
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1. Day Detail:: is used when you are providing a Report that shows additional details for
a specific data point in a Metric. For example, you may have a Daily Sales Metric
where you want to show the details on products sold on a given day, such as which
number of units sold.

2. Further analysis:: is used when you are providing an Element that shows additional
details for a specific data point in a Metric. For example, you may have a Metric
where you want to provide details on subcategory products sold on a given day.

3. External Insights: is used to add path to External Reports that may have insights on
data in this Metric.

Follow this article to see how to add elements to these sections in Drill-downs.

1. A1. Access the Metric Editor > Associations tabccess the Metric Editor > Associations tab

2. A2. Adding Dadding Day Detail Reportsy Detail Reports
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1. This title of this grid is set based on the Measurement Interval of the Metric. For
instance, it will be titled 'Week Detail Reports' for weekly Metrics or 'Month Detail
Report' for monthly Metrics.

2. To add a new Report to the drill-path, click [+ New Report].[+ New Report].

The Add <Interval> Detail Report to Metric pop-up opens

2.1. Select the Report for Detail drop-down list2.1. Select the Report for Detail drop-down list

1. Report typeReport type: 'internal'
2. Report name:Report name: Select a Report to be added to a drill-path from the drop-down list.

Reports will only appear in the drop-down if they match the measurement interval of
the associated metric AND they keep history

3. Optionally, modify the Display SequenceDisplay Sequence in which Reports are listed in the Data Point
Mouse-over Display

SaveSave your entry.

3. A3. Adding Elements for Further Analysis sectiondding Elements for Further Analysis section

1. To add a new Element suggested for the Further Analysis, click [+ New element][+ New element]
below the Elements for Further AnalysisElements for Further Analysis table.

The Add an Element for Further Analysis pop-up opens.
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3.1. Select Element for Further Analysis3.1. Select Element for Further Analysis

1. Select the element type and element name from the respective drop-down lists
2. Optionally, modify the Display SequenceDisplay Sequence in which elements for Further Analysis are

listed in the Data Point Mouse-over Display

SaveSave your entry

4. A4. Adding External Insightsdding External Insights

1. External Insights (links to External Reports) are also added below the <Measurement<Measurement
Interval> Detail ReportsInterval> Detail Reports table.

2. To add a new Report to the drill-path, click [+ New Report].[+ New Report].
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4.1. Select Element for External Insights4.1. Select Element for External Insights

1. Report typeReport type: 'external'
2. Report name:Report name: Select an External Report to be added to a drill-path from the drop-

down list. If you scroll down to the bottom of the drop-down list, you can create a
new External Report on the fly.

3. Optionally, modify the Display SequenceDisplay Sequence in which Reports are listed in the Data Point
Mouse-over Display

SaveSave your entry.
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5. Creating a new External Report for Drill-down on the fly5. Creating a new External Report for Drill-down on the fly

If you want to add a new link to some external resource to the Drill-down path, scroll down to
the bottom of the drop-down list, and click Define New External ReportDefine New External Report.

5.1. Defining External Report5.1. Defining External Report
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When creating a new External Report on the fly, you are choosing its Report Type from the
drop-down list.

NOTE:NOTE: If the required Report Type is not in the list, go to Admin > Advanced > External Report
Types > choose the required Report Type from the list and in the Report Type Editor make sure
that Can be auto-created from Drill-DownCan be auto-created from Drill-Down field is set to 'yes'.

5.2. A5.2. Add a link to a Report and Save your Entries.dd a link to a Report and Save your Entries.

The link to this External Report is going to be shown in the Data Point Mouse-over Display >
External Insights.
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Add a Moving Average line to a Metric chartAdd a Moving Average line to a Metric chart

Using a Moving AverageMoving Average feature allows you to smooth out volatility in a metric so that the
user can see a smoother trend-line for the data. A moving average is computed over a
preset interval (for example 30 days) for all points included in a chart.

NOTE:NOTE: The format of a Metric Editor is slightly different for Version 3.

1. Open a Metric Editor1. Open a Metric Editor

1. Open a Charting tab, containing general Chart settings
2. In the Include a moving average ofInclude a moving average of field specify the interval for which moving average

should be calculated. In designating this interval, you provide the number of
intervals followed by the interval unit. The interval unit can be expressed as 'second',
'minute', 'hour', 'day', 'week', 'month', 'quarter' or 'year'.

3. Click Save and PublishSave and Publish to update your Chart view
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2. View the Chart2. View the Chart

The legend describes the basis of the Moving AverageMoving Average calculation as set for the Metric and
provides the format of its trend line.
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Define a Metric's StoplightDefine a Metric's Stoplight

A StoplightStoplight is a visual indicator of how well a Metric is doing. A Metric can have a
underperforming, performing, or outperforming Stoplight result that is denoted by
different background shading in the various Metric views over time.

The Stoplight for the latest available Metric Measurement ValueMeasurement Value is depicted by the color of
the numeric value shown on the tile.

In addition, Stoplights can be used to trigger AlertsAlerts (for example, if a Metric suddenly enters
an underperforming level).

Stoplight values are set by comparing a Metric's most recent Measurement Value to one of
the following:

1. A fixed value
2. A single historical value for the metric; for example, "Value same time last week"
3. A computed historical value for the metric; for example, "Average of values

collected over the last 30 days"
4. A target value; for example, Budgeted value for a given Measurement Time
5. A defined range of values

This article describes how to set these various Stoplight Calculation Methods

 [Version 5.1] Stoplight bands are shown even if Metric is represented as a single data
point.
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1. Open the 'Metric Editor' - 'Stoplights' tab1. Open the 'Metric Editor' - 'Stoplights' tab

Define the basic Stoplight settings in the For this MetricFor this Metric field:

1. Stoplight settings are expressed differently based on whether expectations For thisFor this
MetricMetric are set to 'higher' or 'lower' values (described in Step 2) or if 'measurements
should fall within a certain range' (described in Step 3) of values indicating desired
results. For example, if you are measuring "Sales", the more sales made, the better; if
reporting complaints, the less complaints, the better.

NOTE:NOTE: If there is 'no expectation for what is better', no other configurations are required.

2. If F2. If For this Metric 'Higher / Lower values are better'or this Metric 'Higher / Lower values are better'

1. Define the Stoplight calculation method
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NOTE:NOTE: Each option in this drop-down list is configured differently. For more details see substeps
below.

2.1. Calculate b2.1. Calculate by comparing to 'y comparing to 'A fixed value'A fixed value'

1. Define specific fixed values to determine underperforming (Stoplight is redStoplight is red) and
outperforming (Stoplight is greenStoplight is green) results

2.2. Calculate b2.2. Calculate by comparing to 'Prior values' (avery comparing to 'Prior values' (average of prior values)age of prior values)

NOTE:NOTE: Stoplight can be calculated by comparing 'average of prior values' (Step 2.2) or 'specific
prior value' (Step 2.3).

1. Select 'average of prior values'
2. Enter the number and measurement period for comparison
3. Define the Percentages used to determine underperforming (Stoplight is redStoplight is red) and

outperforming (Stoplight is greenStoplight is green) results
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2.3. Calculate b2.3. Calculate by comparing to 'Prior values' (specific prior value)y comparing to 'Prior values' (specific prior value)

1. Select 'specific prior value'
2. Enter the number and measurement period for comparison
3. Define the Percentages used to determine underperforming (Stoplight is redStoplight is red)

outperperforming (Stoplight is greenStoplight is green) results

2.4. Calculate b2.4. Calculate by comparing to 'a target'y comparing to 'a target'

1. Select a target from the drop-down list. Follow the link to learn more details on How
to create a Target

2. Define the Percentages used to determine underperforming (Stoplight is redStoplight is red) and
outperforming (Stoplight is greenStoplight is green) results
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3. If F3. If For this Metric 'Measurement should fall within a certainor this Metric 'Measurement should fall within a certain
date rdate range'ange'

1. In this case the Stoplight can be calculated by comparing to 'a fixed value'
2. A fixed value should either 'fall within a specific range' (Step 3.1) or its specified

percent should fall within a specific range (Step 3.2)

3.1. Comparing to '3.1. Comparing to 'A fixed value' (falling within a specific rA fixed value' (falling within a specific range)ange)

1. Select 'value should fall within a range'
2. Define the required range to determine performing (Stoplight is greenStoplight is green) and

underperforming (Stoplight is redStoplight is red) results
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3.2. Comparing to 'a fixed value' (percentage falling within a specific3.2. Comparing to 'a fixed value' (percentage falling within a specific
rrange)ange)

1. Select '% should fall within a range'
2. Define the Percentage and the value to define performing (Stoplight is greenStoplight is green) and

underperforming (Stoplight is redStoplight is red) results

4. Example of Stoplight view settings for a Metric Chart4. Example of Stoplight view settings for a Metric Chart

Settings governing the example below
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4.1. Open Metric Viewer's Stoplight View4.1. Open Metric Viewer's Stoplight View

1. Outperforming results area is colored in green
2. Underperforming results area is colored in red

4.2. Example of Stoplight displa4.2. Example of Stoplight display on a Tile on your Home Pagey on a Tile on your Home Page

Stoplight value is reflected in the color of the latest value:

1. Normal Range (grey)
2. Outperforming (green)
3. Underperforming (red)
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NOTE: The colors of the underperforming, outperforming and normal range values may vary
depending on your settings in My Preferences
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Understanding ProjectionsUnderstanding Projections

On the Metric Editor, you can include Projections that provide a view of how results
experienced to-date can be used to predict future results based on optional settings
established by the Metric's creator. Projections may be calculated for a specified number of
periods, governed by the Measurement Interval on which a Metric is based. For example,
Projections might be set to cover the next 10 days on a Daily Metric.

Two different types of projections can be generated for a Metric and, if dimensioned, for
each of its Dimension ValuesDimension Values:

1. Future Measurement Period Projections:Future Measurement Period Projections: Can be created for any Metric, whether
or not partial period data is collected. When projections are made for Metrics
that collect partial period data, the values already collected are used in
computing future values. If you include a Future Projection, a Projection ViewProjection View is
generated on your Metric Viewer.

2. Partial Period Projections:Partial Period Projections: Available only if the Measurement IntervalMeasurement Interval is longer
than one day and the Metric supports collecting data for less than a full period.
This allows the the value at the end of current period value to be predicted

based on measurements already gathered for a partial period. You also have to
select another Metric that can be used to determine the latest date within the
period for which data has been collected. This is a key factor in the projection
formula. As an example, if a measurement of a monthly metric on is taken on
the 10th day of the month, the result for the entire month can be predicted
based on the knowledge of the number of days in that month that have data. No
Projection ViewProjection View is generated if you specify a Partial Period Projection and do not
also include a Future Projection..

Projections derive values based on calculation settings that you specify:

• Linear Regression:Linear Regression: typically employed when the Metric’s values accrue in a linear
fashion through the specified Measurement IntervalMeasurement Interval; uses the standard statistical
formula

• Historical Trend:Historical Trend: based on another element selected for analysis

For more information, see:

• Create a Future Projection
• Create a Partial Period Projection
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Example of a Metric with Both Type of ProjectionsExample of a Metric with Both Type of Projections

1. Access the Projection ViewProjection View on the Metric Viewer
2. Adjust the time line to display future periods
3. Example of current month partial projection (Dec. 2016)
4. Example of projection of five months into future (next year)
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Create a Future Projection for a MetricCreate a Future Projection for a Metric

Projections predict values based on calculation settings that you specify. These Future
Projections appear on a special Projection View of your Metric Viewer.

On the Metric Editor, you can create one or both of the projections:

• Future PeriodsFuture Periods: For a specified number of future periods
• Partial PeriodPartial Period: For the remaining portion of the period, if the Measurement

Interval is longer than one day and the Metric supports collecting data for less than
a full period; for more information, see Create a Partial Period Projection

1. Open the Metric Editor1. Open the Metric Editor

1. Open the Charting tab
2. Page down to the ProjectionsProjections section
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2. Define settings for future projection - linear regression2. Define settings for future projection - linear regression

To specify the manner in which a Future projection is calculated using the ''Linear Regression'
formula:

1. Set Project Future <Measurement Interval> valuesProject Future <Measurement Interval> values field to 'yes'
2. Enter how many weeks (months, quarters, etc.) of Projections to be calculated in the

Project NextProject Next field
3. Project Future Week UsingProject Future Week Using can be based on either:

• 'Linear Regression' (Default) using the standard statistical calculation
• 'Historical Trends' (see Step 3)

4. Set Line slope set using lastLine slope set using last based on how many of last weeks (months, quarters, etc)
should be used for calculating future results

Save and publishSave and publish
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2.1. Review the Metric Chart2.1. Review the Metric Chart

1. Open the Projection View
2. Adjust Time line to display the future
3. Review the projected future values

3. Define the Historical Trend Projection3. Define the Historical Trend Projection

Modify the initial settings:

1. Select 'historical trend' as an option of projecting future <Measurement Interval>
2. Set Base Metric for projectionBase Metric for projection to 'Current Metric'
3. Select a period on which to Replicate trendReplicate trend from the drop-down list
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4. Enter the number of prior periods to be used to calculate the Baseline Trend to AvgBaseline Trend to Avg

Save & publishSave & publish

3.1. Review the Metric Chart3.1. Review the Metric Chart

Notice the projected future values displayed are based on historical values rather than linear
formula
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Create a Partial Period ProjectionCreate a Partial Period Projection

Partial Period ProjectionsPartial Period Projections predict the results for the end of the current period based on
both of the following:

• Results collected so far into the period
• Calculation settings that you specify

PREREQUISITES:PREREQUISITES:

A Partial Period Projection will only be possible if:

1. The setting Omit current <Measurement Interval> from ChartOmit current <Measurement Interval> from Chart is set to 'No' to
allow data to be collected for less than a full period

2. The Metric's Measurement IntervalMeasurement Interval is longer than one Day

On the Metric Editor, you can also create Projections for a specified number of futurefuture
periods - see Create a Future Projection for a Metric

1. Open the Metric Editor1. Open the Metric Editor
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In the Data Collection tab make sure that the Omit current <Measurement Interval> from ChartOmit current <Measurement Interval> from Chart
setting is 'no'

2. Set Partial Period Projections using a Historical Trend2. Set Partial Period Projections using a Historical Trend

NOTE:NOTE: Unless both of the Prerequisites are met, the setting will default to 'No' and inactive

1. Set ProjectProject partial month valuepartial month value to 'yes'
2. Choose a Metric that will be used to determine the last date in this period that data

was collected; for example, you can select a 'Daily Sales' Metric that has collected
data through yesterday; e.g., Dec 4, 2016

3. The Projections can be based on either:
◦ 'Linear Regression' using the standard statistical calculation; no additional

settings required
◦ 'Historical Trends' calculated using the MatchMatch ddataata ppatternattern setting:

4. MatchMatch ddataata ppatternattern from: Choose a comparison period from drop down

Save & publishSave & publish
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2.1. Review the Metric Chart: Projection View2.1. Review the Metric Chart: Projection View

1. TheThe Partial Period ProjectionPartial Period Projection is shown for the current period (December) as the
shaded portion of bar

3. Set Partial Period Projections using Linear Regression3. Set Partial Period Projections using Linear Regression

1. Change the ProjectProject ppartialartial wweekeek uusingsing to "Linear Regression"

Save & publishSave & publish
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3.1. Review the Metric Chart: Projection View3.1. Review the Metric Chart: Projection View

4. Calculation F4. Calculation Formulasormulas

There are two supported methods available for computing a Partial Period Projection by
deriving it using:

1. A basic “Linear Regression": typically employed when the Metric’s values accrue in a
linear fashion through the specified Measurement Interval

2. A “Historical Trend” based on a Daily Metric selected for as a reference for analysis

In both of the above methods, the projection uses the ‘Measurement Interval’ to determine the
number of days remaining in the period as compared to the total days in the period. The
selected reference Metric is used to determine the remaining portion of the period and to set
the last measurement time boundary.

For instance, in the selected Metric, the most recent ‘last measurement time’ at which a partial-
period data point was obtained on 2012-01-15 07:00:00 is assumed to contain data through
end-of-day 2012-01-14. Usually, by default, the selected reference Metric has the same basic
settings as the Metric for which the Partial Period Projection is being calculated. This approach
is necessary when current data is not available in the source system.

4.1. Linear Regression Projection F4.1. Linear Regression Projection Formulaormula

The following algorithm is used to compute the Linear Regression for a Partial-Period data
point. This formula computes the residual amount that is projected to be accumulated for the
metric during the remained for the period.

Formula Components:Formula Components:
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• Measurement Value (MV): The partial-period value collected for the metric
• Measurement Days (MD): The number of full days that have elapsed in the

‘Measurement Interval’ up to the date/time that the measurement was taken
• Total Period Days (TPD): The total number of days in the measurement interval period
• Residual Projected Value (RPV) = MV x ((TPD/MD) – 1)
• Projected Value for the Period (PV) = MV + RPV

Example:Example:

A monthly measurement of 100 taken through the 15th day of the month for a Calendar-based
Monthly Metric with a 31 day calendar month would have a residual projected amount (RPV) of:

Residual projected value (RPV) = 100 x ((31/15) -1) = 106.667

Projection: 100 + 106.667 - 206.667

4.2. Historical Trend Projection F4.2. Historical Trend Projection Formulaormula

The Projection calculation is based on the distribution of values for the metric in the reference
period. This approach applies when the distribution of values within a period is non-linear. For
example, there is a weekly pattern to sales in which certain days of the week generate higher
sales.

Formula ComponentsFormula Components

• Measurement Value (MV): The Partial-Period value collected for the Metric
• Prior Period Total Value (PPMV): The complete period measurement value that was

recorded in the reference prior period; e.g., same month last year
• Prior Period To Date Measured Value (PPTDMV): The Partial-Period measurement value

that was recorded in the reference prior period the same number of days into the
period as the measurement is in the current period

• Residual projected value (RPV) = MV x ((PPMV/PPTDMV) – 1)
• Projected Value for the Period (PV) = MV + RPV

Example:Example:

Measurement value (MV) for monthly sales metric for 12/2011 on 12/15/2011: 100

Reference Metric: Daily Sales Metric

Reference period: 1 year ago

For 12/2010: monthly total sales (PPMV) was: 200

MTD value for daily sales metric on 12/15/2010 (PPTDMV): 90

Measurement Value (MV) : 100

Residual projected value (RPV) = 100 x ((200/90) – 1) = 122.22

Projection: 90 + 122.22 = 202.22
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Source a Metric from another Metric to CreateSource a Metric from another Metric to Create
a Composite/Formula Metrica Composite/Formula Metric

Data availability is the key to identifying the appropriate source for your new Metric. When
sourcing Metric data from other existing elements it is essential to decide which type of
element to use (either Reports OR Metrics) since both element types cannot be used as
Data sources for a single Metric.

The syntax required to construct the 'Metric Formula' sourced from other Metrics is simpler
than the command required to use data from one or more Reports since the fetch
command requires only using the source Metric’s <element_id> preceded by a colon “:”.
This feature also gives you the ability to define a Composite (Formula) Metric to create a
calculated metric by combining two or more Metrics arithmetically. You can compute the
value of this new Metric using the Element IDElement ID's and a mathematical symbol rather than
having to construct a SQL Statement.

In the example covered in this article we describe how we can use data from 'Daily Sales'
and 'Daily Units Sold' Metrics to calculate data for 'Total Daily Sales per Unit' Metric.

To obtain data from a Report instead of a Metric, see Source a Metric from an Existing
Report
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1. A1. Access New > Metricccess New > Metric

Define the basics for your new metric

2. Complete Data tab information2. Complete Data tab information
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1. Select 'Existing Metrics' as a Data SourceData Source
2. If you do not know the Element IDElement ID of the Metric that has the data you need for this

new Metric, cclick Find Source MetricsFind Source Metrics
3. The Add Source Metric pop-up opens
4. Use the drop-down list to choose 'All Categories' or select a Category to narrow the

choice of Elements
5. Choose a Metric

Click Add to Formula.Add to Formula.

3. Element (Metric) ID in the 'Metric formula3. Element (Metric) ID in the 'Metric formula''

Notice that the Element IDElement ID of the first selected Metric is placed in the Metric FormulaMetric Formula text box
and is preceded by a colon (:). Additionally, each time you enter or select a source Metric, its
Element IDElement ID and NameName appear in the hint's text box as shown below above.

Repeat the processes in the Step 2 to select another Metric or enter a Metric's Element IDElement ID and
the mathematical operation symbol of the calculation that is required.
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3.1. Alternatively3.1. Alternatively, find <element ID> of a source Metric in its URL, find <element ID> of a source Metric in its URL

When element Viewer or Editor is opened Element IDElement ID is always specified its URL as the number
preceded by the word 'element'.

4. Finalize the formula4. Finalize the formula
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1. After you add a second source Metric's Element IDElement ID, complete your formula by
defining the method of calculating your new metric.

2. Click Validate FormulaValidate Formula

In the example above, notice that the Element IDElement ID's of two elements construct a formula that
dividesdivides the value from Element 1 ('Daily Sales' Metric) by the corresponding value from Element
5 ('Daily Units Sold' Metric).

NOTE:NOTE:

• You can combine more than two source Metrics if you like.

The IFNULL function provides a way to gracefully handle missing Metric values. For
instance, the formula above could be modified to read " :1 / IFNULL( :5, 1 ) ". If
the value for Metric #5 is missing for any particular calculation, Metric Insights will
insert a value of '1' in its place.

4.1. Provide Substitution Par4.1. Provide Substitution Parametersameters

1. Change the default values if needed
2. Click ValidateValidate
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5. Collect Data to populate your Metric5. Collect Data to populate your Metric

1. Review validation results
2. Click Collect DataCollect Data

6. Review and gener6. Review and generate your Metric's Chartate your Metric's Chart
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1. Last collected forLast collected for date is displayed
2. Enable &Enable & ppublishublish to generate your Metric's Chart

7. Chart gener7. Chart generatedated
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Create Multiple Aggregates from a Single MetricCreate Multiple Aggregates from a Single Metric

Once you have created a Metric, you can easily create Aggregate MetricsAggregate Metrics ( such as weekly
and monthly) from the Metric Editor.

Using the method described below, you are able to create all the aggregates you need with
just a few clicks.

1. Open the Metric to be used as the Data Source1. Open the Metric to be used as the Data Source

1. Open the Metric Editor
2. Open the Associations tab
3. Click [+Aggregate Metric][+Aggregate Metric]

The Add Aggregate Metrics pop-up opens.
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2. Select the A2. Select the Aggregates you would likggregates you would like to createe to create

1. Select the aggregation method in the Aggregate usingAggregate using field
2. Choose whether you are using a regular 'calendar' or a 'fiscal' calendar
3. Check the boxes for all aggregate intervals needed
4. Click Add MetricsAdd Metrics to create and save your Metrics

3. A3. Aggregate Metrics displaggregate Metrics display in tabley in table

The created Metrics are added to the Aggregate MetricsAggregate Metrics table. Click the Metric Name link to edit
your new Metric.
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4. Example of the A4. Example of the Aggregate Metricggregate Metric
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Source a Metric from an Single Existing ReportSource a Metric from an Single Existing Report

To create a Composite Metric using data that has already been collected for a Report, the
Report that you want to use must be available for composite reporting by other Metrics and
Reports.

To obtain data from a Metric instead of a Report, see Source a Metric from another Metric

1. Review the Source Report Settings1. Review the Source Report Settings

1. Review the data columns and determine which two that you want to use for your
Metric: Remember, a Metric always has Measurement TimeMeasurement Time and Measurement ValueMeasurement Value

2. NOTE:NOTE: If this is a Snapshot ReportSnapshot Report, your new metric will always use the Snapshot DateSnapshot Date
as the Measurement TimeMeasurement Time

3. Ensure that Use Report as SourceUse Report as Source is set to 'yes'
4. The system saves data in a Table and generates the Table name below
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2. A2. Access New > Metricccess New > Metric -- Data tab-- Data tab

1. Select 'Single Existing Report " as your Data SourceData Source
2. Select your ReportReport from Step 1
3. Select your DateDate and ValueValue columns from choices displayed from your Report

3. Check for data3. Check for data

1. Apply filters if required
2. Select [Check for data][Check for data]
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3. Results are displayed below

Collect dataCollect data

4. Collect data4. Collect data

1. System will display 'Data last collected forData last collected for' information
2. Enable & publishEnable & publish to generate your Metric graph
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5. Metric Viewer will open with results5. Metric Viewer will open with results
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Enter Metric Data ManuallyEnter Metric Data Manually

You can key enter data to a Metric manually, one Measurement Time and Measurement
Value at a time. All values may be entered or you may need to just enter a few to correct or
augment data loaded via CSV files

For more details on uploading CSV files, see Upload Metric Data via CSV file

1. A1. Access New > Metricccess New > Metric

Define the basic Metric information:

1. Measurement Interval -Measurement Interval - select the measurement interval that applies to the level of
aggregation that you want in your result set

2. Measure of -Measure of - identify what this Metric should measure
3. Name this Metric -Name this Metric - The system automatically generates name based on the values

selected in the fields above, however, you can change it to a unique descriptive name
of your choice

4. CategoryCategory is optional (defaults to 'Uncategorized'
5. Set option to 'Continue in full (i.e. advanced) interface' and click Next: collect dataNext: collect data

buttonbutton
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The system redirects you to the Metric Editor - Data Collection tab

2. Choose 'Manual/CS2. Choose 'Manual/CSV DataV Data' as a Data Source' as a Data Source

1. In the Data SourceData Source field select 'Manual/CSV Data' option from the drop-down list
2. Click Load dataLoad data

The Manual Metric Data Entry Editor opens

3. Click [+ Metric V3. Click [+ Metric Value]alue]

The Add Metric Value pop-up opens
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4. Open the A4. Open the Add Metric Vdd Metric Value pop-upalue pop-up

1. Use the CalendaCalendar icon to select Measurement TimeMeasurement Time
2. Enter Measurement ValueMeasurement Value

NOTE:NOTE: If your Metric is Dimensioned, chose a Dimension Value (in our example the Metric is
Undimensioned)

SaveSave your entry

5. Review your entry in the Metric Data table5. Review your entry in the Metric Data table

1. Once saved, your entry is automatically added to the table
2. Repeat the process to enter more data
3. When you are finished, click Update Live ChartUpdate Live Chart to generate the Metric Сhart
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Add Data to a Metric Sourced from an ExternalAdd Data to a Metric Sourced from an External
ProcessProcess

An External Process,External Process, when used as a Data Source for Metric Insights, generates a URL used
to enter a Measurement Date and a Measurement Value. Any required authentication can
also be automatically placed in URL.

Use case is for an External Process that may be doing Data Collection. This can be used for
real-time aggregates or some other complementary data processing tool that is crunching
data and wants to put results in Metric Insights for charting.

We typically counsel customers to land the data somewhere and allow us to pull it so that
they have a more robust coupling between data reporting and Metric collection. The
reasons we don't generally recommend using External Processes as Data Sources are as

follows:

1. If something starts POSTing a huge amount of data to Metric Insights every
second or so, serious problems could occur

2. If Metric Insights happens to be unavailable when the data is posted, the data is
lost

1. Open a Metric sourced from External Process1. Open a Metric sourced from External Process
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1. Open the Data Collection tab
2. Copy the Data Posting URLData Posting URL contents

1.1. If the Metric requires external process authentication1.1. If the Metric requires external process authentication

The AuthenticationAuthentication field is displayed

and the URL contains two additional parameters:

1. useruser (username) -- highlighted blue above
2. passpass (password) - highlighted yellow above

NOTE:NOTE: The values default to the settings of the AuthenticationAuthentication parameter set selected; no
additional data entry is required

2. Enter Data using URL2. Enter Data using URL

1. Open a new browser and paste in the URL

• In the address space, paste the URL copied from the Metric's Data Posting URLData Posting URL setting
• Enter the Measurement TimeMeasurement Time in the format: yyyy-mm-dd in place of

<measurement_time>
• Enter the Measurement ValueMeasurement Value in place of <value>
• Press EnterEnter
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2. Receive status message

Repeat the process to enter as many values as required; when finished, return to the Metric
Editor.

2.1. When username/password are also required:2.1. When username/password are also required:

1. Open a new browser tab; In the address space, paste the URL copied from the
Metric's Data Posting URLData Posting URL setting

2. Note the the username/password are in the URL when pasted (highlighted blue and
yellow above)

3. Enter the Measurement TimeMeasurement Time in the format: yyyy-mm-dd in place of
measurement_time (highlighted turquoise above)

4. Enter the Measurement ValueMeasurement Value in place of value and press EnterEnter
5. Receive status message (or error message)

NOTE:NOTE: Since the required username/password are already in the URL; no additional data entry
is required.

Repeat the process to enter as many values as required; when finished, return to the Metric
Editor.
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3. Save & publish from Metric Editor to gener3. Save & publish from Metric Editor to generate chartate chart

After you Update Live ChartUpdate Live Chart, the Metric Viewer opens:

1. Hover over a data point entered to show the Data Point Mouse-over Display
2. Confirm the date/value entered on the URL
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Delete and Re-collect Metric ValuesDelete and Re-collect Metric Values

In the case where the Source Data was corrected or updated after being loaded into the
Metric Insights warehouse, you may need to delete the erroneous data and recollect the
changed data. This can be accomplished on the Metric Editor following the simple steps
below.

Option 1 - 'Delete existing Metric valuesDelete existing Metric values' can be used if your data is being recollected on
next scheduled data run

Option 2 - 'Recollect data'Recollect data' can be used to:

• Delete and Recollect data now
• Recollect only to replace missing input data

AAccess Metric Editor > Data tabccess Metric Editor > Data tab

1. Select 'Delete existing Metric values '1. Select 'Delete existing Metric values '
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1.1. Delete all1.1. Delete all

1. Select "Yes" to delete all values

DeleteDelete

NOTE:NOTE: Once the deletion has completed, the DeleteDelete link is no longer visible since all values were
just deleted, there is no remaining data associated with this Metric

1.2. Delete a r1.2. Delete a range of dataange of data

Toggle 'Delete All' option to 'No' and two new fields display for setting the range:

1. Delete measurements from:Delete measurements from: Defaults to oldest data available
2. Delete measurements through:Delete measurements through: Defaults to the most recent period for which data

was collected

DeleteDelete
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2. Select 'Recollect data2. Select 'Recollect data''

2.1. Recollect Data2.1. Recollect Data

1. Use the Calendar icon to set Collect fromCollect from value to recollect data from that date/time
to present

2. You can choose to DeleteDelete existing data prior to recollecting by setting this option to
'yesyes' (applied to same date range as above option)

3. Set 'Update Live Chart'Update Live Chart' to 'no' if you prefer to preview your results prior to actually
updating the Metri

SelectSelect
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Upload Metric Data Using CSVUpload Metric Data Using CSV

If the data for your Metric is to be collected manually, you can uploaded it as a CSV file
(delimited by a comma or other character).

This feature is available for:

• Windows OS
• Mac OS (save your Excel file as a CSV file to use this method)

CSV file requirements:

• If you are uploading data for Undimensioned Metric or only one Dimension Value of
the Dimensioned Metric, confirm that the CSV file that you plan to use contains only
two columns: Measurement Date/TimeMeasurement Date/Time and Measurement ValueMeasurement Value

• If you are uploading data for multiple Dimension Values, make sure that the CSV file
that you plan to use contains three columns: Dimension Value, Measurement Date/Dimension Value, Measurement Date/
TimeTime and Measurement ValueMeasurement Value

If you are uploading data for Compound Dimension Values, see Creating Compound
Dimensions using Selected Values for details

If you are uploading data for Parent/Child Dimension Values,see Collect Values Manually for
a Child Dimension for details
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1. A1. Access New > Metricccess New > Metric

Define the basic Metric information:

1. Select the appropriate Measurement IntervalMeasurement Interval and Measure ofMeasure of value from the drop-
down lists

2. Since we are creating a dimensioned Metric, select the required Dimension form the
drop-down list below. For more instructions refer to: Creating Dimensions

3. Name:Name: The system automatically generates name based on the values selected in the
fields above, however, you can change it to a unique descriptive name of your choice

Next: define detailsNext: define details

2. Complete details and load data2. Complete details and load data
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1. Choose 'Manual/CSV Data' as a Data Source In the Data SourceData Source field select 'Manual/
CSV Data' option from the drop-down list

2. Click Load dataLoad data

The Manual Metric Data Entry Editor opens.

3. At the bottom of the page click 'Load from file'3. At the bottom of the page click 'Load from file'

1. This field is shown for Dimensioned Metrics only. Select if you want to upload CSV file
with data for all Dimension Values; alternatively, select a specific Dimension from the
list.

2. Click Load from fileLoad from file

The Load from file pop-up opens
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4. Loading CS4. Loading CSV file for a Dimensioned MetricV file for a Dimensioned Metric

1. Load data for:Load data for: select whether or not you are uploading data for one Dimension Value
(in this example, multiple Product Category values are being uploaded) or multiple
Dimension Values.

2. If you are uploading only one Dimension Value data, select the Dimension Value from
the drop-down list

3. Confirm that the DelimiterDelimiter character is the same as in your CSV file
4. Choose the format in which the date/time is represented in your CSV file
5. Select the CSV file containing your data from your local machine

Once the required file is browsed, click Import.Import.
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4.1. If necessary4.1. If necessary, request a sample CS, request a sample CSV fileV file

If you want to enter the Manual Metric value into a CSV file and you are unsure about its
format, click sample CSVsample CSV filefile link to obtain a file into which you can enter data after saving it

5. Review Results5. Review Results
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NOTE:NOTE: If any errors are encountered in the CSV file, the system will provide you with
information on the issues occurred

1. Click OKOK to close the results pop-up
2. Click CancelCancel to close the Load from File pop-up

6. Review uploaded data in the grid6. Review uploaded data in the grid

1. If you are ready to generate the Manual Metric chart, click Update live chart.Update live chart. Note
that the option of making the Metric visible On Homepage is already activated by
default; deactivate if you do not want to display the Metric on the Homepage

2. If not, click Metric editorMetric editor to continue entering settings
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Building Metrics from CSVBuilding Metrics from CSV

This article provides answers to the following questions:

How to export data from Tableau to a CSV file

How to export data from Qlik Sense to a CSV file

How to build a metric from CSV

NoteNote: the CSV loader will support the following DateDate formats:

Date Format Example

yyyy-MMMMM-dd HH:mm:ss 2013-August-01 01:23:45

yyyy-MM-dd HH:mm:ss 2012-01-01 01:23:45

yyyy-MM-dd'T'HH:mm:ss 2014-03-10T01:34:26

MM-dd-yyyy 01-01-2012

yyyy-MM-dd 2012-01-01

yyyy-MM 2012-01 (but not 2012-2013)

M/d/yyyy h:m:s a 4/15/2013 1:00:00 AM

MM/dd/yyyy HH:mm:ss 01/01/2012 01:23:45

MM/dd/yyyy HH:mm 01/01/2012 01:23

MM/dd/yyyy HH 01/01/2012 01

MM/dd/yy 01/01/12

dd.MM.yyyy 31.03.2013

MMMMM d, yyyy h:mm a April 15, 2013 1:00 AM

MMMMM d, yyyy h a April 15, 2013 1 AM

MMMMM dd,yyyy January 01, 2012

dd MMM yyyy 05 Nov 2013
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MMMMM, yyyy January, 2012

MMM, yyyy Jan, 2012

dd-MMM-yy 4-Jan-15

dd-MMM-yyyy 17-SEP-2013

yyyy-MMM-dd 2012-FEB-01

yyyy-MMM 2013-DEC

EEE MMM dd HH:mm:ss z yyyy Wed Aug 21 15:50:21 UTC 2013

[T[TABLEAABLEAU] Export data to a CSU] Export data to a CSV fileV file
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Select your TSelect your Tableau worksheet filtersableau worksheet filters

1. Limit filters as desired
2. Limit Dates:Limit Dates: restrict the CSV file to under 60K rows

At the right top corner of the scree click Download > Select DataAt the right top corner of the scree click Download > Select Data
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[View Data] Select 'Underlying' tab and click the download link[View Data] Select 'Underlying' tab and click the download link

[QLIK SENSE] Export data to a CS[QLIK SENSE] Export data to a CSV fileV file

Select your Qlik Sense Dashboard containing the required Report. In our example we can see
the 'Shipments' dashboard containing different reports:

1. Choose a specific Report you want to get data from. In this example we are choosing
a 'Number of shipments late vs on time' report

2. Hover over the right corner of this Report until 3 buttons are shown: Take snapshotTake snapshot,
Exploration menuExploration menu, Full screenFull screen

3. Click Exploration menuExploration menu and to open the Report Viewer
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Select your worksheet filters (if anSelect your worksheet filters (if any) / apply sorting order to the righty) / apply sorting order to the right
of the Reportof the Report

Right click the image and select 'Export dataRight click the image and select 'Export data' from the menu' from the menu
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After the export is completed, click the download linkAfter the export is completed, click the download link

VVerify that the .CSerify that the .CSV file contains correct data - example is inV file contains correct data - example is in
Excel displaExcel displayy

1. Note that the first row is a Header row
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YYou can now complete the 'Build Metrics from CSou can now complete the 'Build Metrics from CSV' functionV' function

1. Choose the file just downloaded
2. NOTE:NOTE: The download will be commacomma delimited if using a PC, but will be tabtab delimited

if you are using a MacOS
3. File will contain a header row
4. Select ImportImport

Result of CSResult of CSV importV import

Proceed to Build Metrics, Step 3
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Basic Multi-MetricsBasic Multi-Metrics
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Create a Simple (Undimensioned) Multi-MetricCreate a Simple (Undimensioned) Multi-Metric

Multi-Metrics provide the ability to quickly combine multiple existing metrics into the same
chart. Individual metrics can be drawn against one or 2 axis and can be shown as a
combination of Bars and Lines.

An Undimensioned Multi-Metric is one for which a single tile exists (that is, the Multi-Metric
itself is not dimensional). An undimensioned Multi-Metric can include BOTH dimensioned
and undimensioned Metrics. For instance, you may choose to display 'Total Sales' (an
undimensioned Metric) together with Sales from the 'US' and 'Canada' (a sales Metric
dimensioned by country) on the same Multi-Metric.

1. A1. Access New > Multi-Metricccess New > Multi-Metric

1. Create a unique NameName for the Multi-Metric
2. The DescriptionDescription will be defaulted from the name, but if this is not sufficiently

descriptive, you may change it
3. Assign the Chart to a CategoryCategory to indicate where you would like your element to

appear in the Home Page
4. Optionally you may select a Primary TopicPrimary Topic which serves to filter elements on your

Home Page
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Next: define detailsNext: define details to transfer to full Multi-Metric Editor

2. Select [+New metric] on 'Metrics to Chart' tab2. Select [+New metric] on 'Metrics to Chart' tab

3. Complete the '3. Complete the 'AAdd Metric to Chart' pop-updd Metric to Chart' pop-up

1. You can limit the choices presented for the Metric Name pick-list by CategoryCategory if you
wish

2. Select your MetricMetric from Pick-list
3. Select options for display of line or bar (Axis, Color, Shape...)
4. Select various compare values if desired
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SaveSave and continue to add metrics and format details as above

4. Metric grid will be populated4. Metric grid will be populated

You can further modify chart attributes via the edit gear on grid also.

5. Preview chart and correct options on Charting tab5. Preview chart and correct options on Charting tab
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When satisfied, Enable and PublishEnable and Publish

6. Multi-Metric Viewer will displa6. Multi-Metric Viewer will displayy
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Basic ReportsBasic Reports
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Understanding the Structure of ReportsUnderstanding the Structure of Reports

A Report is an Element that you can use to visualize any arbitrary data set. Unlike a Metric,
a report is not limited to displaying information over time.

A report is made up of the following building blocks:

1. The data set to be visualized. This is the Report's Result SetResult Set returned by a fetch
command; e.g., using a SQL Statement, Plug-in Command,SQL Statement, Plug-in Command, or a manually
uploaded file

2. One or more Pivots tables built using columns selected from the Result SetResult Set
3. One or more Charts constructed using the Result SetResult Set or the data included in a

Pivot table

Report Structure DiagrReport Structure Diagram for Complex Report with Multipleam for Complex Report with Multiple
Pivots and ChartsPivots and Charts

Report Structure Diagram for Complex Report with Multiple Pivots and Charts

When should I create a PIvot TWhen should I create a PIvot Table in a Reportable in a Report

When should I create a PIvot Table in a Report

Define a Pivot TablePivot Table when you want to display and/or visualize selected Result SetResult Set columns if
you need to sort, count, or sum one column and show the results using a cross-tabular display.
The resulting Pivot TablePivot Table can be shown in the report as well as used as the basis for an
associated Chart. The example below shows a typical Pivot TablePivot Table used to create a cross-tab in
which a measure in the Result SeResult Set is aggregated across a set of columns.
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How do I Edit the Pivots and Charts in a Report?How do I Edit the Pivots and Charts in a Report?

1. PivotsPivots,, ChartsCharts and External Visualizationsand External Visualizations each have their own editors that are
accessible from the Report Content tab..

2. A tutorial is also provided explaining Dynamic PivotsDynamic Pivots.

For details, see:

• Create a Pivot Table
• Create a Chart
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Choose the Type of Chart to be used in aChoose the Type of Chart to be used in a
ReportReport

You can choose any of the following types of charts for a Pivot or stand alone Chart:

• Line/Bar
• Pie
• Pyramid
• Scatter Plot
• Funnel
• Box and Whiskers

Each type is explained in the steps below and examples are provided (usually with an image
of the Tile) to help you determine which chart is best suited to the characteristics of the
data included in your Report.

1. Line Charts1. Line Charts

Line charts display continuous data over time, set against a common scale. They are ideal for
showing trends over time and are the most commonly used chart. If you are uncertain, start
with a line chart.

• As a general rule, you may want to use a Line chart if your data is plotted using an X axis
with date values.

• If your x-axis shows numeric or text values, it is typically better to use bars instead of
lines since lines imply a continuous progression between points.

• A line chart is a good choice to show a specific computation on a daily basis, but it is not
so effective when comparing two distributions or finding changes between distributions.

NOTE:NOTE: Metric Insights' Report charts can display any combination of just bars, just lines, or both
bars and lines. See Step 2.5 below for a discussion of Combination charts.

1.1. Line Chart with one Y Axis1.1. Line Chart with one Y Axis

Line Chart with one Y Axis
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1.2. Line Chart with Two Y Axes1.2. Line Chart with Two Y Axes

Add a second Y Axis when charting data with different:

1. Units of Measure ; e.g., currency vs. a unit count
2. Scale of Values; e.g., sales vs. profits where sales are measured in millions and profit

in thousands

2. Bar Charts2. Bar Charts

A bar chart illustrates comparisons among individual items. Bar charts have the following
display options:

2.1. Clustered Bar with two Y Axes2.1. Clustered Bar with two Y Axes

Clustered Bar with two Y Axes

This presentation is used with bars that are clustered (side by side), not stacked, and compares
values across multiple charted elements.

This is also useful when the different bars represent different measures; e.g., currency and
units as in the above example. In this case, stacking bars would not make sense since sales and
units are different measures and the additive combination of these two measures is not
meaningful.
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2.2. Clustered Bar - Example 12.2. Clustered Bar - Example 1

Clustered Bar - Example 1

In this format, the viewer can assess a trend in a total value as well as see how individual
components contribute to the trend. It is only relevant when all bars share the same measure.
While this display format has the advantage of presenting the total clearly, it is much more

difficult for the viewer to perceive how each individual bar changes as X axis value change.

As an illustration of the trade-offs between Clustered and Stacked Bars, the two examples
provided.

In the chart above, it is fairly easy to compare values of a single bar from month to month;
however, it is not possible to determine whether the overall total is changing.

2.3. Stack2.3. Stacked Bar - Example 2ed Bar - Example 2

Stacked Bar - Example 2

In the chart shown above, the bars are stacked so the overall trend from month-to-month is
clear. In comparison with the first example, this approach is more difficult to discern
immediately how an individual component of the total (a country value) has changed from
month to month.

2.4. Bars using a V2.4. Bars using a Vertical X Axisertical X Axis

Bars using a Vertical X Axis

Bar charts can also be displayed with a vertical X axis to take advantage of the landscape chart
feature in Metric Insights in order to improve the visible differentiation between bar values.
The example above illustrates a stacked bar chart in which the X axis is vertical instead of
horizontal.

2.5. Combination Bar/Line Chart2.5. Combination Bar/Line Chart

Combination Bar/Line Chart

By combining bars and lines in the same chart, it is often possible to see trends more clearly.
This is especially helpful when the chart contains a fairly large number of points. For instance,

in the example above, it is much easier to see the trend of the daily sales compared to website
visitors shown with a bar/line combination chart rather than using just bars.

3. Pie Chart3. Pie Chart

Pie Chart
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A Pie Chart is used to display the contribution of each measurement value to the whole
represented by a circle with wedges. Formats are available using either a 2-D or a 3-D visual
effect. Pie charts are often used because they are very familiar to viewers and immediately
communicate that the user is looking at parts of a whole.

In Metric Insights, it is possible to show the top ''n'' values contributing to the whole and sum
the remaining values into an ‘Other’ slice. For example, above is a 2-D chart, the ‘Other’ slice
may represent a very ‘long tail’ of values. By Default for Pie Charts, the system automatically
groups excluded items in the 'Other' slice.

4. Pyr4. Pyramidamid

Pyramid

A Pyramid Chart has the form of a triangle with lines dividing it into sections. A related group of
data is placed in each section. Because of the triangular shape, each section is a different width
from the others. A Pyramid chart is similar to a pie chart in that it typically represents parts of a
whole; however, the stacking of the individual pyramid slices also denote a level of hierarchy
among the data.

You might use a Pyramid Chart when Internal Report data needs to be arranged in a way that
shows hierarchical structure, as well as quantity or size. This could include such groupings as
employee positions, products sold or business locations. The value of items in the pyramid,
from top to bottom, must have a progressive order.

The way data appears in a Pyramid chart is determined as follows:

• If based on the Results Set: Displayed in ascending order so smallest values are at the
top and the largest at the bottom

• If associated with a Pivot Table: The sort order specified in the Pivot Editor controls the
display as follows:

1. If the Pivot's 'Column Sort Order' is set to "Ascending", the Pyramid is
displayed in ascending order so smallest values are at the top and the largest
at the bottom (the most common usage of this type of chart)

2. If the Pivot's 'Column Sort Order' is set to "Descending", the Pyramid is
displayed in descending order so largest values are at the top and the
smallest at the bottom

The sample Pyramid chart depicts the number of employees by organization level hierarchy.
The image shows the various renditions of the Pyramid .

5. Funnel Chart5. Funnel Chart

Funnel Chart

A funnel chart displays values as progressively decreasing proportions. The size of the area is
determined by the series value as a percentage of the total of all values. A funnel chart is a
parts-of-a-whole chart just like a pie and pyramid chart. Unlike a real funnel, everything that is
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"poured in" at the top doesn't flow through the bottom. The name only refers to the shape of
the chart, the purpose of which is illustrative.

Typically, a Funnel chart is used to illustrate a process that starts at 100% and ends with a lower
percentage in order to identify the stages in which fall out occurs and at what rate. The funnel
chart help determine where the biggest bottlenecks are in the process.

Funnel charts may be used to represent stages in a sales or registration process. In the case of
sales, it will show the amount of potential revenue for each stage. With a measure such as web
registrations, it would depict the number of users in each stage of the registration funnel to
help the viewer understand attrition in the funnel. This type of chart can also be useful in
identifying potential problem areas in an organization’s operations.

The chart above shows a sales pipeline with prospects at various stages in the sales process:

5.1. Funnel Chart Sorting5.1. Funnel Chart Sorting

Funnel Chart Sorting

The way data appears in a Funnel chart is determined as follows:

• If based on the Results Set: Displayed in descending order so largest values are at the
mouth of the Funnel and the smallest at the bottom

• If associated with a Pivot Table: The sort order specified in the Pivot Editor controls the
display:

1. If the Pivot's 'Column Sort Order' is set to "Ascending", the Funnel is displayed
in ascending order so smallest values are at the mouth and the largest at the
bottom, as illustrated in the bottom left image above

2. If the Pivot's 'Column Sort Order' is set to "Descending", the Funnel is
displayed in descending order so largest values are at the mouth and the
smallest at the bottom, as shown in the bottom right image above

The samples above depict a sales pipeline with sales by channel

6. Scatter Plot Chart6. Scatter Plot Chart

Scatter Plot Chart

Scatter Plot charts compare pairs of values and allow you to plot many data points on the axis
in order to visually determine how X and Y data is related. The purpose of a Scatter chart is to
find some relationship between two groupings of data.

This type of chart can be displayed with or without straight lines showing the general trend line
for the data. The sample above does not have a trend line. It illustrates how customer
satisfaction scores correlate with the amount of time that a customer waited to receive support.
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6.1. Scatter Plot Chart with Trend Line6.1. Scatter Plot Chart with Trend Line

Scatter Plot Chart with Trend Line

Include the optional trend line to enhance the presentation

7. Bubble Chart7. Bubble Chart

Bubble Chart

A Bubble chart is a variation of a Scatter Plot wherein the data points are replaced with bubbles.
This method is useful when it is necessary to visually identify the magnitudemagnitude of a given

measure for something that is plotted across a set of X and Y axis values. A bubble chart can
have multiple sets of bubbles.

In a Bubble chart, the size of the bubbles is determined by the values in a third data series.
Bubble size is set so that area (not diameter) of bubble is proportional to value plotted (i.e., a
data point with 2x the value would have a circle with 2x the area).

If you wanted to show the relative popularity of different colors of cars, you could do so with
the chart as illustrated above where the size of the bubble shows the relative number of cars
purchased by males and females, depicted by color and model.

NOTE:NOTE: When you generate a bubble chart and receive a message "The bubble chart could not
be created because the dataset being charted exceeds 500 data points", you can either:

• Change your fetch command to return a smaller number of rows
• Select another Chart TypeChart Type.

Having a bubble chart with a huge number of data points does not make sense because it willHaving a bubble chart with a huge number of data points does not make sense because it will
not communicate anything useful.not communicate anything useful.

8. Box and Whisk8. Box and Whiskers Charters Chart

Box and Whiskers Chart

A Box and Whiskers chart is used to show a distribution of values along the Y axis for a given X
axis value. You must have all of the columns listed below in the Internal Report's result set; i.e.,
you must collect the five statistical values in the list that follows. When your system is
configured, you may name these fields to meet the needs of your business.

Note:Note: You cannot base this type of chart on a Pivot Table.

The Box and Whiskers chart includes the following statistical information in a visual “box” for
each X-axis value:

1. Minimum: The horizontal line at the end of the bottom ‘whisker’
2. 1st quartile : The horizontal line that makes up the bottom of the box
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3. Medium : The center of the box
4. 3rd quartile: The horizontal line that makes up the top of the box
5. Maximum: The horizontal line at the end of the top ‘whisker’

The image provided illustrates sales statistics (by quartile) for each day included on the chart.
This allows the user to see the sales distribution for any specific day.
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Create a Simple (Undimensioned) ReportCreate a Simple (Undimensioned) Report

NOTE:NOTE: The format of the Report Editor is slightly different in Version 3.

1. A1. Access New > Reportccess New > Report

1. Input a meaningful NameName
2. Select Standard ReportStandard Report
3. Choose the ReportedReported interval
4. Optionally, select a CategoryCategory

Next: Define ReportNext: Define Report
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2. Provide Basic Information for your Report2. Provide Basic Information for your Report

Be sure to specify the following when entering information into the above page:

1. Provide an appropriate Measurement IntervalMeasurement Interval - normally, this is the same as the
frequency with which your report will update

2. Note that the Nameame for your report is automatically defaulted. If the defaulted name
is not sufficiently descriptive, you can specify a different name (In this example, we
have changed the name)

3. Optionally, assign the report to a CategoryCategory to indicate where you would like your
report to appear in the Home Page

Navigate to the DataData tab
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3. Specify how to collect your data3. Specify how to collect your data

1. Specify which Data SourceData Source will be used to source your data
2. Specify the trigger that will be used to collect the data for your report (Data collectionData collection

scheduleschedule)
3. Provide a fetch command (SQL StatementSQL Statement in the example above) for collecting data

Click [Show data]Show data]

4. Review result set displa4. Review result set displayed belowyed below
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1. Review the Sample result setSample result set.
2. Select whether or not the Report should be saved as a SnapshotSnapshot (see What is a

Snapshot Report)
3. Select the date-time value to be used as the effective dateeffective date value for the report. This

value is only applicable to reports with saved historical instance. New TimeTime
CommandCommand values may be added from drop-down as needed

4. If you want the complete result set shown in the report (without pivoting the data),
set Save as system tableSave as system table to 'Yes'

5. If you want to have a charting interval drop-down in your report ('Last 6 Months',
'Last Year', etc...), specify the date column that should be used to drive this control in
Include date filter based onInclude date filter based on from the available choices in the drop-down

Once you confirm that the Sample result set contains the expected data, SaveSave the report.

5. Modify Data Column Displa5. Modify Data Column Display Attributesy Attributes

Upon successful SaveSave, a Report ColumnsReport Columns section will appear in the editor below the Sample
result set. You can click into the Report ColumnsReport Columns to change their following defaulted attributes:

1. Display NameDisplay Name
2. Identify whether a numeric column is to be shown with a CurrencyCurrency mask
3. Identify a specific Display FormatDisplay Format Mask for date and numeric columns
4. Add a DescriptionDescription if needed
5. Indicate if ResultsResults are to be displayed
6. Check if TotalsTotals desired for numeric fields
7. Use arrowsarrows to alter position of data
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6. Open 'Report Content' tab6. Open 'Report Content' tab

1. If you want to pivot your data for display or charting, click on the + Pivot+ Pivot button and
follow the instructions below

2. To Chart the data that you have collected, click on the + Chart+ Chart button
3. To embed external charts in report use + External Visualization+ External Visualization button

See the following Articles for details:

• How to create a Pivot Table in a Report
• How to chart the data set in a report (without a Pivot)
• Add External Visualization to a Report

7. Review and modify the remaining 3 tabs7. Review and modify the remaining 3 tabs

Alter any defaults applied to customize the delivery, associations, etc for your report
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8. Publish Y8. Publish Your Reportour Report

Once you have added the desired Pivot Table(s) and Chart(s) to your report:

1. Click on the Enable and publishEnable and publish button
2. If you want your report to be visible as a Tile on the Home Page, check the OnOn

HomepageHomepage check-box

9. Report is displa9. Report is displayed in Vieweryed in Viewer
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Create a Change ReportCreate a Change Report

Change Reports provide the ability to effectively analyze trends in data over a period of
time.

This article describes how to create a Change Report utilizing the Metric Insights
application.

Prerequisite: A Snapshot Report must be created in order to perform data analysis within a
Change Report. Learn how to create a Snapshot Report

1. A1. Access New > Reportccess New > Report

In this example, we create a Change Report using the method in Step 2.2

1. Input a unique NameName
2. Choose the Change ReportChange Report option
3. Select the Snapshot ReportSnapshot Report from the Source ReportSource Report list

2. Input Definitions2. Input Definitions
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2.1. K2.1. Key Fieldsey Fields

In this example, we use Product Name as the identifier to base our comparison.

2.2. Filters2.2. Filters

Add any desired FiltersFilters:
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1. Click + Add Filter+ Add Filter
2. Select the Report InstanceReport Instance to compare
3. Select ColumnColumn to compare
4. Choose FilterFilter option
5. Select the basis on which to compare
6. Input desired ValueValue for comparison

SaveSave

In this example, we are looking for items whose prior order amount is more than 25% of the
current order amount.

2.3. Columns to fetch2.3. Columns to fetch

Select the ColumnsColumns to be displayed in the Change ReportChange Report

Next: FormatNext: Format
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2.4. Report Columns2.4. Report Columns

Optionally, the Report display can be customized using the following options:

1. Modify the Display NameDisplay Name of the column header
2. Select to have values appear as CurrencyCurrency
3. FormatFormat numeric value display
4. Enter a DescriptionDescription that will be displayed on hover of the column
5. Select the columns to appear in the ResultsResults
6. Choose to have TotalsTotals displayed for numeric data
7. Modify the display order of the columns on the Change Report
8. Add a custom formatted fieldformatted field to the report if you like

2.5. Update Report History2.5. Update Report History
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Select "no" unless you have made changes to the Report definitions since the last run.

UpdateUpdate

3. Change Report Published and displa3. Change Report Published and displayed in Vieweryed in Viewer

1. The report is displayed in the Viewer with the current run selected. To view results for
a previous run, select a prior run date from the drop-down.

2. Comparison values are displayed based upon the filter created in step 3.2 .
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3.1. View Prior Snapshot Data3.1. View Prior Snapshot Data
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How to create a Snapshot ReportHow to create a Snapshot Report

Defining a Report as a Snapshot causes the system to save a full copy of the data (a
'snapshot') each time data is collected, and append the collection time to all the snapshot
values. This is useful when you want to compare datasets over time that do not have
timestamps in them natively.

For detailed steps for defining a report see Create a Simple (Undimensioned) Report

1. Set Report to Snapshot1. Set Report to Snapshot

1. When creating a Standard Report, simply set Snapshot ReportSnapshot Report to yesyes
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2. Example of Snapshot Report2. Example of Snapshot Report

Snapshot data is accessible via drop-down
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Source a Report from MetricsSource a Report from Metrics

Reports can be created based on data from one or more Metrics that:

• Are enabled
• Have the same Measurement IntervalMeasurement Interval as the Report
• If the Report is configured with a DimensionDimension, has the same DimensionDimension

This allows you to be able to view all of that data in a tabular report and create PivotPivot Tables
containing that data. Measurement TimeMeasurement Time and ValuesValues are combined into one
comprehensive data set. The results can be shown in a Results SetResults Set Table or in Pivot TablesPivot Tables
or ChartsCharts added to the Report.

Note: The format of the Report Creation Wizard and Report Editor is slightly different in
Version 3.

1. A1. Access New > Reportccess New > Report

1. Input a meaningful NameName
2. Select Standard Report as typetype
3. Choose ReportedReported interval
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4. Optionally, select a CategoryCategory

Next: Define ReportNext: Define Report

2. Define Data Collection2. Define Data Collection

1. Select 'Existing Metrics' as Data SourceData Source from the drop-down
2. Click [+ New Metric]+ New Metric]

3. Example of adding Dimensioned Metric to a non-3. Example of adding Dimensioned Metric to a non-
dimensioned Reportdimensioned Report

1. Select CategoryCategory
2. Choose Metric nameMetric name from list
3. Select Dimension ValueDimension Value if applicable
4. Set Include in result tableInclude in result table to "yesyes"
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SaveSave

4. Correct Report format if needed, Enable & Publish4. Correct Report format if needed, Enable & Publish

1. Ensure that the selected MetricMetric is in the Metrics grid.
2. If desired, click [+ New Metric]+ New Metric] to select additional Metrics.
3. Review Sample result setSample result set for correctness
4. Rearrange or reformat Report Columns, if needed
5. Enable & publishEnable & publish

5. Report Displa5. Report Displayed in Report Vieweryed in Report Viewer

1. Select Edit icon to further define Report contents as desired
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6. Open Report Content tab6. Open Report Content tab

Add PivotsPivots, ChartsCharts and/or External VisualizationsExternal Visualizations from this tab
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Source a Report from An Existing ReportSource a Report from An Existing Report

Data that has already been uploaded or collected for a Report can be used to create a new
Report. The Data SourcData Source "Existing Reports - SQL" allows you to do this. It is necessary to
construct a fetch command that collect data from the source Report.

Alternatively, see Source a Report from Metrics for more details as the additional steps are
the same.

1. A1. Access Report Editor > Data tabccess Report Editor > Data tab

On the Report Editor:

1. Data Source:Data Source: select "Existing Reports - SQL"
2. Click on Data iconData icon to view the reports that have been saved as source tables
3. Open the Available ReportsAvailable Reports drop-down list to select a source Report and view its

associated fields. The criteria for turning any Report into a source for other Reports is
listed in the Step below.

4. In the SQL Statement using Report Names and ColumnsSQL Statement using Report Names and Columns text box, define the fetch
command required to extract data from existing Report's Result SetResult Set tables

◦ Alternatively, Use a SQL BuilderSQL Builder tool to select report(s)
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NOTE:NOTE: Approach constructing the fetch command in the same manner as sourcing a Metric
from an Existing Report (see Source a Metric From an Existing Report).

1.1. Choosing a Report to be a source1.1. Choosing a Report to be a source

Those Reports with both of these settings in Data CollectionData Collection tab set to 'Yes' will have data
available and will be displayed via the Data iconData icon in prior step

1. Snapshot ReportSnapshot Report = "Yes"
2. Use Report as SourceUse Report as Source = "Yes"
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2. Impact on Historical Data2. Impact on Historical Data

When you ValidateValidate the report SQL:

1. The Sample Result SetSample Result Set display shows the columns collected from the source Report
2. Enable & publishEnable & publish to complete the Report
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Develop Report Chart based on the Result SetDevelop Report Chart based on the Result Set
(without a Pivot)(without a Pivot)

This article describes how to create charts from the underlying data set in a Report without
first creating Pivot Tables. This applies to situations where the core data set that is
collected can be directly charted. This article assumes that the desired report has been
created and is open in the Report Editor.

See also: Create a Simple (Non-Dimentioned) Report

1. Edit new or existing Report1. Edit new or existing Report

Click on the + Chart+ Chart in the Report Content tab of the Report EditorReport Editor
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2. Specify Basic Chart Information2. Specify Basic Chart Information

1. Select Report Result Set
2. Select a Chart typeChart type you want to use for visualizing the data (use 'What chart typeWhat chart type

should I use'should I use' link if unsure)
3. Select a Chart LayoutChart Layout from
4. For Line/Bar charts, you must also specify the additional fields along with the value to

be used to chart X-Axis ValuesX-Axis Values

SaveSave to access full Chart Editor
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3. Complete input on Chart Information tab3. Complete input on Chart Information tab

1. Review the overall charting controls in the Chart Information section
2. Customize the X-axis TitleX-axis Title
3. Modify the Y Axis TitleY Axis Title if necessary
4. Modify chart content settings if you only want to chart a subset of the values in the

Result SetResult Set
5. Specify your confidence intervals if you want them included (Add Confidence

Intervals to a Report Chart)

4. A4. Access other tabs as neededccess other tabs as needed

1. Apply filters via ChartChart FiltersFilters tab
2. If you are working with JavaScript Charts, you may need to add your Custom ChartingCustom Charting

Variables (seeVariables (see JavaScript Charting section for more details)
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5. Preview Chart5. Preview Chart

You can continue to modify your settings and generate further previews as-needed. Once you
are satisfied with your chart, Close previewClose preview

6. Update Report or return to Report Editor6. Update Report or return to Report Editor

Once you are satisfied with your chart, you can either:

1. Navigate back to the Report Editor by clicking on the BackBack button

OR

2. Update live ReportUpdate live Report to save your changes and transfer to Report Viewer
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Create a Pivot Table in a ReportCreate a Pivot Table in a Report

A Report can contain one or more Pivot TablesPivot Tables based upon its underlying Result SetResult Set. This
article outlines the process for creating a new Pivot TablePivot Table from the Report Editor.

For an overview of Pivots and more details on Dynamic Pivots see this video

Video TutorialVideo Tutorial

1. A1. Add Pivot from the Report Content tabdd Pivot from the Report Content tab

In the Report Content tabReport Content tab of the Report EditorReport Editor, click on the [+ Pivot]+ Pivot] button.
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2. Complete the A2. Complete the Add Pivot pop-up - Ddd Pivot pop-up - DYNAMIC pivotYNAMIC pivot

The Report Column to be used for the pivot table:

1. Row ValuesRow Values (will typically be the left-most column in the Pivot Table)
2. Column Values -Column Values - each value will appear as a column in the Pivot
3. Aggregation methodAggregation method and the Column to aggregateColumn to aggregate

SaveSave to display Static Pivot EditorStatic Pivot Editor
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2.1. Complete Pivot Information (Info tab)2.1. Complete Pivot Information (Info tab)

1. Indicate rows to include in Digest,Digest, if any
2. Set options for displaying the PivotPivot rowsrows
3. Set options for displaying the PivotPivot columnscolumns
4. Select how Pivot dataPivot data is defined / determined
5. Add TotalsTotals for pivot row and/or column values

2.2. Complete and Publish2.2. Complete and Publish

Optionally, modify:

1. PivotPivot Charts:Charts: see this Choose the Type of Chart to be used in a Report for assistance
2. PivotPivot FiltersFilters: apply filters to limit pivot data

Update live ReportUpdate live Report to complete
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2.3. Example of Static Pivot2.3. Example of Static Pivot

3. Complete the A3. Complete the Add Pivot pop-up - Ddd Pivot pop-up - DYNAMIC pivotYNAMIC pivot

The Report Column to be used for the pivot table:

1. Row ValuesRow Values (will typically be the left-most column in the Pivot Table)
2. Column Values -Column Values - each value will appear as a column in the Pivot (leaving blank for this

example)
3. Aggregation methodAggregation method and the Column to aggregateColumn to aggregate
4. SaveSave to display Static Pivot EditorStatic Pivot Editor
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3.1. Complete Pivot Information3.1. Complete Pivot Information

1. Indicate rows to include in Digest,Digest, if any
2. Set options for displaying the PivotPivot rowsrows
3. Set options for displaying the PivotPivot columnscolumns
4. Select how Pivot dataPivot data is defined / determined
5. Choose a format to display the Pivot
6. Determine which columns will be dynamic (available to Pivotavailable to Pivot)

3.2. A3.2. Add Filters (optional) and Publishdd Filters (optional) and Publish

Optionally, modify:

1. PivotPivot FiltersFilters: apply filters to limit pivot data

Save & publishSave & publish to complete
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3.3. Example of Dynamic Pivot - T3.3. Example of Dynamic Pivot - Tableable

3.4. Y3.4. You can easily convert to various formatsou can easily convert to various formats

You can dynamically chart your Pivot using the drop-down options
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3.5. Or dynamically change the columns and rows via 'dr3.5. Or dynamically change the columns and rows via 'drag and drop'ag and drop'
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Create a Horizontal Bar ChartCreate a Horizontal Bar Chart

Bar charts can be displayed with a vertical X Axis to take advantage of the landscape chart
feature in Metric Insights in order to improve the visible differentiation between bar values.
There is a setting X Axis isX Axis is that if set to "Vertical" results in bars that are displayed

horizontally from left to right, rather than the usual bottom to top.

NoteNote: this option is not available if the x-axis is based on date or time

1. A1. Access via Report Viewer > a Horizontal Chartccess via Report Viewer > a Horizontal Chart

1. Open Chart Editor via edit icon
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2. Set X-axis2. Set X-axis

1. Change the X-axisX-axis from horizontalhorizontal to verticalvertical

Save and publishSave and publish

3. X-axis displa3. X-axis display switched on charty switched on chart
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Re-order the Report SectionsRe-order the Report Sections

The 'Report Content' tab of the 'Report Editor' contains a hierarchical (tree structure)
depicting the various components included in this Internal Report. When a Report is initially
defined and previewed, ‘Report Content’ contains only an "anchor" tree structure. The order
in which the tree is constructed guides the display sequence of sections in a Full Chart view.
The system provides you with a click/drag/drop feature that allows you to change the order
of display of the contents of the Report folder's tree structure by moving an item up or
down.

Note: The Report Editor format is slightly different in Version3.

1. Example of initial Report Content1. Example of initial Report Content

2. Reposition a Pivot with children2. Reposition a Pivot with children

In this example, we are moving the 'Units Sold by Date' to be the first Pivot for display
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2.1. Hover over, left-click and dr2.1. Hover over, left-click and dragag

1. Drag until the 'not circle' disappears and that is where the component will be re-
positioned.

2.2. Release mouse2.2. Release mouse
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The system moves the entry to its new position in the tree. Moving a parent takes all of its
children with it.

3. In Report Viewer, the Units Sold b3. In Report Viewer, the Units Sold by Date and associatedy Date and associated
Charts will be displaCharts will be displayed firstyed first
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Delete and Re-collect Report InstancesDelete and Re-collect Report Instances

You may elect to delete instances that have already been collected for a Report and/or re-
collect data from a certain date/time. You may delete:

• AllAll Historical Instances
• Selected InstancesSelected Instances using from/through dates
• A Range of InstancesRange of Instances

When data for the Report Keeps History and its data is uploaded from a CSV file, there are
different rules. See Delete Instances and/or Data Files from a Report Sourced from a CSV
File for details.

1. A1. Access Report Editor > Data tabccess Report Editor > Data tab

Scroll down to below Report Columns section

1. Note Snapshot ReportSnapshot Report is set to yes and
2. Can historical instances be backfilledCan historical instances be backfilled is also set to yes
3. Click the DeleteDelete link
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1.1. Select option to Delete "1.1. Select option to Delete "All"All"

1.2. Or select to delete 'r1.2. Or select to delete 'range of instances'ange of instances'

1. Indicate if you want to delete all dimensions or just one
2. Set range of dates:

• the fromfrom date defaults to most oldest data available
• throughthrough date(defaults to the most recent period for which data was collected
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1.3. Or select to delete 'selected instances'1.3. Or select to delete 'selected instances'

1. This options allows you to remove specific instancesspecific instances using delete icon

2. After selecting delete button, you will be ask2. After selecting delete button, you will be asked to confirmed to confirm
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2.1. View the Report to review results2.1. View the Report to review results

In this example, we deleted all data from 2013 and 2014.

3. T3. To re-collect data, edit the reporto re-collect data, edit the report
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Select Update live reportUpdate live report from Data CollectionData Collection to view Update Report History OptionsUpdate Report History Options pop-up

4. Select data to be re-collected4. Select data to be re-collected

1. Choose whether or not historical instanceshistorical instances should be collected; if "Yes", chose the
dates for selection

2. Establish if a "from/to rangefrom/to range" of dates or a "fromfrom" date is to be used to determine
instances

3. Provide the date(s)date(s) requested

UpdateUpdate

NOTE:NOTE: A "Updating the report" message will appear until the Report's generation is completed
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4.1. Review Results in Report Viewer4.1. Review Results in Report Viewer

Instances previously deleted have been re-collected.
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Delete Instances and/or Data Files from aDelete Instances and/or Data Files from a
Report Sourced from a CSV FileReport Sourced from a CSV File

You may elect to delete instances that have already been collected for a Report and/or re-
collect data from a certain date/time. You may delete:

• AllAll Historical Instances
• Selected InstancesSelected Instances using from/through dates
• A Range of InstancesRange of Instances

In addition, you may delete all data permanentlypermanently or allow it to be recollectedrecollected

If you are working with a Report that uses other Data SourceData Source, see this article: Delete and Re-
collect Report Instances

1. T1. To permanently deleteo permanently delete

On DataData tab on Report Editor

1. On the Report Editor/Data Collection tab, scroll down to Report InstancesReport Instances table.
2. Select the deletedelete icon for an instance of the Data File you wish to delete (Example is

deleting the 7/27/2012 instance of the Beverages dimension).
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NoteNote: In cases where the dimension is Bulk loaded as defined on the Dimension Editor, all
dimensions will appear as one instance. This will permanently delete all dimensions.

1.1. The instance is removed from grid and from viewer1.1. The instance is removed from grid and from viewer
(permanently)(permanently)

2. Delete instance from Viewer but allow data to be re-2. Delete instance from Viewer but allow data to be re-
collectedcollected

1. Click the DeleteDelete Report InstancesReport Instances link
2. On the Delete Historical Report Instances pop-up, selectselect the instance(s) to be

removed
3. In this example, we are deleting allall dimensions for a range of dates
4. Our date range is one day 2012-07-29one day 2012-07-29

DeleteDelete
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CAUTION:CAUTION: Deleting a Report instance is not the same thing as deleting the source data for that
Report. For instance, if the source data is a CSV file, then the file will remain even if you delete
the instance. If you actually want the file removed, you need to delete the Source Data File as
described in Step 1.

2.1. View Report2.1. View Report

1. Grid remains unchanged
2. Viewer no longer displays any data for the 7/29/2012 report
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3. T3. To Re-collect data, return to Report Editoro Re-collect data, return to Report Editor

1. Select Update live reportUpdate live report to view Update Report HistoryUpdate Report History pop-up

4. Update all data deleted from Step 1 and Step 24. Update all data deleted from Step 1 and Step 2
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1. Choose "YesYes" to update Historical Instances
2. Select to update allall data originally loaded (from 7/25/2012)

5. NO5. NOTE: Data deleted in Step 1 is not re-collectedTE: Data deleted in Step 1 is not re-collected

But data deleted from Step 2 is recoverable (re-collected).
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Setup Elements for Further Analysis for aSetup Elements for Further Analysis for a
ReportReport

Further AnalysisFurther Analysis elements provide users a link to other elements that will allow either a
different or more detailed view of the data.. Elements for Further AnalysisElements for Further Analysis are defined in
the Report Editor / Associations tabReport Editor / Associations tab

1. A1. Access Report Editor > Associations tabccess Report Editor > Associations tab

Click the + New Element+ New Element button to select a new Element for Further Analysis.
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2. Select an Element2. Select an Element

1. You can limit the pick-list choices by TypeType if desired
2. Select Report NameReport Name from drop-down
3. The Drill OnDrill On pick list will contain all of the Report columns available and indicates

where the element displays in the chart
4. Display SequenceDisplay Sequence must be a unique integer and is used to sort the elements in both

the Element for Further AnalysisElement for Further Analysis grid and the Data Point Mouse-over DisplaysData Point Mouse-over Displays
5. SaveSave
6. Update live ReportUpdate live Report

2.1. External Reports will displa2.1. External Reports will display an additional fieldy an additional field
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For these element types, the External Report URLExternal Report URL is required and will be filled in automatically.
Additional variables may be added to URL as explained above.

3. Result of adding additional Elements for Further Analysis3. Result of adding additional Elements for Further Analysis
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Source Un-Dimensioned Report Data from CSVSource Un-Dimensioned Report Data from CSV
FileFile

If the data for your un-dimensioned Report is in a CSV file (delimited by a comma or other
character), you can use the Load from FileLoad from File utility to upload the data. This feature is
available for both Personal Computers (PC's) with Windows and MAC's.

ALTERNATIVES:ALTERNATIVES:

If your Report contains dimensions, see Source Dimensioned Report Data from CSV File

1. A1. Access New > Reportccess New > Report

1. Input a meaningful NameName
2. Select Standard ReportStandard Report
3. Select ReportedReported Interval, and Category (optional), and Category (optional)
4. Click Next: Define ReportNext: Define Report
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2. Select CS2. Select CSV or Excel File for Data SourceV or Excel File for Data Source

1. In Data tab, select 'CSV or Excel File''CSV or Excel File' from Data SourceData Source drop-down
2. Click Save changes and load dataSave changes and load data

3. Select the date of your data3. Select the date of your data
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4. Select the file and load4. Select the file and load

1. Confirm that the DelimiterDelimiter character is the same as in your CSV file
2. Select the CSV file containing your data
3. LoadLoad

5. Review load results5. Review load results

NOTENOTE: If any errors are encountered in the CSV file, you will receive information to allow you to
correct the problems.
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6. Review sample results and enable report6. Review sample results and enable report

NOTENOTE: If any errors are encountered in the CSV file, you will receive information to allow you to
correct the problems.

1. Note that the Sample Result SetSample Result Set shows the data uploaded
2. Each Column from the CSV file is listed in the DataData section
3. If you are ready to generate the Report, make it visible and click Update live ReportUpdate live Report

7. Published Report Displa7. Published Report Displays in Viewerys in Viewer
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Add External Visualization to a Report (VersionAdd External Visualization to a Report (Version
4.2)4.2)

External Visualization is the one of the report's components that visualizes information
from external sources. It is easy way to include charts using links to the other objects. You
can adjust width and height of the External Image that displays in the Report Viewer.

1. Methods of A1. Methods of Adding External Visualizationdding External Visualization

Use one of the methods described below to create External Visualization component.

1.1. A1.1. Add using Buttondd using Button

1. Click the [+ External Visualization]External Visualization] button located in Report Content tab
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1.2. Use the Menu1.2. Use the Menu

1. Use the down-arrow on Query Results Header

1.3. Associate the External Visualization with a Pivot T1.3. Associate the External Visualization with a Pivot Tableable

1. Click the down-arrow on a Pivot Table's Entry
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NOTE:NOTE: The External Visualization will display with the related Pivot Table on the Report Viewer

2. Enter a Name2. Enter a Name

1. On the Add External Visualization pop-up, enter a descriptive, unique title in the
NameName field

SaveSave

3. Complete the Definition3. Complete the Definition

1. Input the URLURL for this External object
2. Optionally, change the image WidthWidth and HeightHeight
3. Save & previewSave & preview to review image
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4. Review the Preview4. Review the Preview

1. Review any Parameters passed to the External URLExternal URL displayed along with the image
(no parameters were passed with this example)

2. If Image is correct, Update Live ReportUpdate Live Report

5. Examine the Report Viewer5. Examine the Report Viewer

Examine the Report Viewer

The selected External VisualizationExternal Visualization displays on the Report
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Add Tableau Visualization to a regular ReportAdd Tableau Visualization to a regular Report
(Version 5.0)(Version 5.0)

This feature allows combining internal Report and External Visualization in ONE Viewer
regardless of their Data Source. For example, the internal report may be sourced from SQL
or some BI tool and Visualization is going to be sourced from Tableau.

PREREQUISITESPREREQUISITES:

1. Create an External report from Tableau
2. Apply Tableau filters to the external Report sourced from Tableau
3. Create a Regular Report that is going to serve as a basis for embedding

Visualization

In this article you'll find:

• Video tutorial
• Versions prior to 5.0
• Steps for adding a Visualization
• Examples of usage

Video TutorialVideo Tutorial

Changes in VChanges in Version 5.0ersion 5.0

This feature is an extended functionality presented in Version 4.2 and prior ones.
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NOTE:NOTE: It is currently available for Tableau Visualizations only.

For more details refer to: Add External Visualization to a Report (Version 4.2)

1. A1. Access Report Editor > Report Content tabccess Report Editor > Report Content tab

1. Open an existing regular Report or create a new one as described in this article:
Create a Simple (Undimensioned) Report

2. Find the External VisualizationExternal Visualization section; the Include External VisualizationInclude External Visualization field is set to
'None' by default. Select the external Report that you have create as a Prerequisite to
including Visualization to the Report. This page is dynamic, so additional fields are
going to be shown after you select an External Report from the drop-down list.

2. Map Report Columns to T2. Map Report Columns to Tableau filters applied to theableau filters applied to the
External ReportExternal Report
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To learn how to add Tableau filters to Metric Insights, refer to: How to find Filter names in
Tableau

3. Define Visualization settings3. Define Visualization settings

1. IncludeInclude:
◦ 'full image':: If this setting is selected, the Tableau visualization is going to be

embedded below the Report table and Charts (if any). NOTE:NOTE: Tableau
credentials are required to see the embedded Visualization.

◦ 'links only':: values in the internal report become clickable and link to the
External report source page (in this example to the Tableau site)

2. Is applicable if 'full image' is chosen in the field above. Display one Visualization for allDisplay one Visualization for all
filter combinationsfilter combinations:

◦ checkedchecked (click to see the resulting example): If this box is checked, values of
the internal Report Table are going to be clickable and by clicking on them a
user will be redirect to the Tableau Visualization embedded at the bottom of
the same Viewer.

◦ clearclear (click to see the resulting example): if the data in the internal report
matches data in the Tableau Visualization, each matching value is going to
have its own Visualization. For example, if there are 6 Values in the internal
report matching values in Tableau, there are going to be 6 Visualizations.

3. Is applicable if multiple Visualizations are enabled. Maximum number of instances to
display: You can limit the number of Visualizations shown on the page at once. If the
number of values from the internal Report matching values from Tableau
Visualization is less or equal (<=) to the number defined in this field, all of them are
going to be shown in the Viewer one after another; if the number of matching Values
exceeds the number defined in this field, Visualizations are going to be shown in the
drop-down list, but will function in the same way.

Examples:Examples:
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If VIf Values in the internal Report donalues in the internal Report don't match values in Visualization't match values in Visualization

If Values in the internal Report don't match values in Visualization, the External Visualization is
going to be empty.

In the example above there is a column of CountriesCountries in the Report Table (1) and the Country
Tableau filter (2). Most of the values in the column and filter match, but the value for 'Japan' is
present only in the internal Report Table and is absents in Tableau, so the Visualization for it is
empty.

NOTENOTE: This is true only if multiple Visualizations are allowed for different filter combinations (if
the Display one Visualization for all filter combinationsDisplay one Visualization for all filter combinations check box is clear)

DisplaDisplay one Visualization for all filter combinationsy one Visualization for all filter combinations

DisplaDisplay a separy a separate Visualization per each filter combinationate Visualization per each filter combination
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Select a Thumbnail and Preview Image whenSelect a Thumbnail and Preview Image when
there are multiple charts in a Reportthere are multiple charts in a Report

The first Chart that you create for a Report is used, by default, as the ThumbnailThumbnail image
shown both on the Report's tile on the Home PageHome Page and the Report Preview.

If you create more than one chart for a Report, you will be able to designate the one that
you want to use as a ThumbnailThumbnail and Preview

1. Find the Report on your Home Page1. Find the Report on your Home Page

1. Click on the EditEdit (Gear) icon in the Tile's image to open the Report Editor
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2. Set the Thumbnail Image in the Report Content tab2. Set the Thumbnail Image in the Report Content tab

NOTE:NOTE: The Chart that you select in this setting is used in the display on the Report's tile
(Thumbnail image) and Preview. If your Report has no chart or only one, this setting is not
shown because there is no choice for you to make

Using the ThumbnailThumbnail pick list to see available Charts:

1. Notice that the selected Chart is the one currently used for the ThumbnailThumbnail and
Preview

2. Select the "Sales vs. Visitors" chart

Save & PublishSave & Publish
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3. Return to your Home page3. Return to your Home page

1. Click the Report's tile that now has the Line chart as the ThumbnailThumbnail setting

2. Note that the same chart is shown on the Preview page
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Why do I receive an error when sourcing aWhy do I receive an error when sourcing a
Composite Report from Existing Report(s)Composite Report from Existing Report(s)

The Data SourceData Source of "Existing Report" can be used to create a new Report that depends
upon data already incorporated in one or more previously created reports.

PRE-REQUISITE:PRE-REQUISITE:

Each of the source reports must have its Result Set TableResult Set Table made available for use for a
Composite Report

1.1. VValidate SQL statementalidate SQL statement

1. Current Report is using Existing Reports - SQL as the Data SourceData Source
2. Click Show dataShow data to validate SQL statement
3. When you receive this validation message, open eacheach source Report's Report Editor

Page down to the Use Report as SourceUse Report as Source and set to "yes" as defined in the following
step
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2.2. Open the Source Report(s)Open the Source Report(s)

1. Set Use Report as SourceUse Report as Source to "Yes"

Save & PublishSave & Publish

3.3. Return to the Report in Step 1 and click 'Show dataReturn to the Report in Step 1 and click 'Show data''

SQL statement validates without error and a Sample result set is returned.
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Include a Date Filter (Charting Interval) on aInclude a Date Filter (Charting Interval) on a
ReportReport

You may elect to include a Date FilterDate Filter (Charted Interval)Charted Interval) drop-down on a Report's Viewer.
This Interval must be selected using a date column in the Report's Result Set

1. A1. Access Report Viewerccess Report Viewer

1. Note that there is no Date FilterDate Filter drop-down
2. Click the Edit icon to open the Report Editor
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2. A2. Access Data tab > scroll to bottom of screenccess Data tab > scroll to bottom of screen

1. Select "date" from Include data filter based onInclude data filter based on dropdown
2. Click Save & PublishSave & Publish

3. View Updated Report Viewer3. View Updated Report Viewer
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1. Date FilterDate Filter button now appears
2. You can choose a new interval by clicking on any of the listed values to re-generate

the Report
3. Or, you can add a Custom Date RangeCustom Date Range (Creating Custom Date Ranges)
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AAdvanced Reporting Optionsdvanced Reporting Options
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Easy way to Flip the Rows and Columns in aEasy way to Flip the Rows and Columns in a
ReportReport

This setting on the Report Editor's Advanced Setting's tab rearranges the rows and columns
of the Result SetResult Set table displayed in the Report. The values in the first nn columns become
the row headers. When specifying this action, your setting includes how many of the first
columns should appear as bolded headers in the table.

Setting this option alone does not modify column headers nor does it affect the Report's
Pivot TablesPivot Tables or any ChartChart associated with the Result SetResult Set.. Only the display of your result set
in the Report is impacted by this action.

If you want to storestore the data in the flipped format, set the flag in the Data tab of the report.

That makes it easier to create metrics in cases where the source system stores dates in
columns instead of rows

1. A1. Access Report Editor > Access Report Editor > Advanced tabdvanced tab

Review the default settings and result:
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1. Flip rows and column defaults to "no"
2. Drill to Report for data not generated set to "generates Report instance"

1.1. Open Report Content tab1.1. Open Report Content tab

1. Set to Include query results tableInclude query results table in Report

1.2. Result Set table is displa1.2. Result Set table is displayed in the Report in its "normal" formatyed in the Report in its "normal" format
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2. Return to Report Editor > A2. Return to Report Editor > Advanced tabdvanced tab

Flip Rows and Columns using First Row:

1. Set Flip Rows and ColumnsFlip Rows and Columns to "Yes"
2. Count of rows to use as column headersCount of rows to use as column headers set to "1"

Save & publish

2.1. Modified Result Set table2.1. Modified Result Set table

The Result SetResult Set table in the report now is "wide" and "short" rather than having many rows as in
the default example above

3. Illustr3. Illustration of Flip Rows and Columns using First 2 rowsation of Flip Rows and Columns using First 2 rows

Illustration of Flip Rows and Columns using First 2 rows
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4. Optionally4. Optionally, store data in new format, store data in new format

To Store data in transposed state, set Use Report as SourceUse Report as Source to 'Yes'

Save & publishSave & publish
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Generating Reports When There Is No DataGenerating Reports When There Is No Data

Sometime the report that you want to generate contains no data. If you like, Metric Insights
can generate an empty report in these circumstance. This article explains how.

1. Configure the Report's A1. Configure the Report's Advanced Settingsdvanced Settings

In the Report Editor / Advanced tap:

1. Toggle If no data fetched for Report Instance toIf no data fetched for Report Instance to “generate empty reportgenerate empty report” to ensure
that Reports are generated even when there is no data.

2. Enter the message that you would like to be displayed in Empty instance messageEmpty instance message
NOTE: A system-wide default message is set in EMPTY_REPORT_INSTANCE_MESSAGEEMPTY_REPORT_INSTANCE_MESSAGE
variable in Config VariablesConfig Variables screen

IMPORTANT:IMPORTANT: If you set If no data fetched for report instanceIf no data fetched for report instance to “skipskip generation'generation' , then no
report instance will be generated when there is no data. If the report is a single-instance report
(i.e., if Keep-HistoryKeep-History is set to "No"), then there will simply be no report. If the report has KeepKeep
HistoryHistory set to "Yes", then the last non-empty instance of the report will be displayed.
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Create a Report Chart with Two Y AxesCreate a Report Chart with Two Y Axes

If you'd like to create a Report Chart that has both a Left and a Right Y Axis, this can be
accomplished using data either from a Result Set or a Pivot Table. Select the columns to be
charted, assign each to an Axis and set the definitions of the trend line or bar.

This lesson assumes that you have already created a report and are adding a new Chart.

For information on creating a report, see the article: Create a Simple (Undimensioned)
Report

1. From the Report Editor, click "+ Chart" in the Report1. From the Report Editor, click "+ Chart" in the Report
Content tabContent tab
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2. Complete the A2. Complete the Add Chart pop updd Chart pop up

1. Select the Chart typeChart type
2. Use drop-down to select Chart LayoutChart Layout
3. Choose the Chart element defaultChart element default
4. Select the column for the X-axis valueX-axis value

SaveSave
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3. Chart Editor3. Chart Editor DisplaDisplaysys

1. Input a unique NameName
2. Select Sort bySort by field for X-axis
3. Input X-axis titleX-axis title

4. Set Columns for Y Axes4. Set Columns for Y Axes

1. Change the IncludeInclude column values to "selected"
2. Click "+ New Column"
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4.1. A4.1. Add the columns for the Y Axesdd the columns for the Y Axes

Set Y Axes Columns one by one :

1. Select an unused column to appear on one of the Y axes
2. Define the display characteristics of the trend line's or bar construction
3. Choose the Left Y AxisLeft Y Axis on which the selected column's increments/title will be

displayed
4. For explanation of Confidence IntervalsConfidence Intervals, click here

SaveSave

Repeat the above steps for another column and assign to the Right Y AxisRight Y Axis.
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5. Review the Chart Selected Columns grid5. Review the Chart Selected Columns grid

1. Check the settings on the Column's row in the grid
2. The settings may be edited or deleted using the icons on each row

When satisfied, Save and PublishSave and Publish your chart.

6. Chart is Published and displa6. Chart is Published and displayed in the Vieweryed in the Viewer
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How to chart only the TopHow to chart only the Top values and Groupvalues and Group
remaining as 'Other'remaining as 'Other'

This article describes how to create a Chart that will only display the Top <N> dimension
values on a Chart and group the remaining dimensions into a category of 'Other'.

If creating a new chart for your report, see: Develop Report Chart based on the Result Set

1. A1. Access the Report Editor for Selected Reportccess the Report Editor for Selected Report

In this example, we are modifying an existing Chart.
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2. Chart Editor displa2. Chart Editor displaysys

1. Set IncludeInclude column values to "largest"
2. Input the number of top valuestop values to be included

Save & PublishSave & Publish
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3. Chart with all values displa3. Chart with all values displayedyed

4. Chart after changes applied4. Chart after changes applied

Note how all values outside of the top 7 are combined as 'Other'.
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Add Confidence Intervals to a Report ChartAdd Confidence Intervals to a Report Chart

This feature enables you to overlay confidence intervals on simple Report charts. This
feature is not available for charts that are based on pivot tables

1. Include Upper and Lower limits in your fetch statement1. Include Upper and Lower limits in your fetch statement

Define upper and lower limits for each data point and include them in your fetch statement
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2. A2. Add a line chart to your reportdd a line chart to your report

Add a line chart to your report. (You can use a bar chart, but the confidence intervals will be
difficult to see.)

3. Identify the fields containing your upper3. Identify the fields containing your upper

1. Select 'All' in the 'Include Column Values' drop-down box
2. Select the 'No' button for the 'Include Total in chart' field
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3. Select the 'Yes' button for the 'Include Confidence Intervals' field
4. Set the report field containing your lower limit
5. Set the report field containing your upper limit

Save & PublishSave & Publish

4. Chart Displa4. Chart Displays in Report Viewerys in Report Viewer
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How do I add links in Report Tables?How do I add links in Report Tables?

You can add hyperlinks in a SQL StatementSQL Statement using the steps illustrated below

1. Enter link via SQL1. Enter link via SQL

1. Open Report Editor, DataData tab
2. Enter SQL statement as follows:

Select 'google' as Target, 'http://google.com' as URL
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1.1. V1.1. Validate Statementalidate Statement

1. Click Show DataShow Data
2. Confirm that information displayed in Sample Result SetSample Result Set is recognized as link

1.2. Update Report1.2. Update Report

1. Confirm that the URL redirects to 'google.com'
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2. Use links in SQL Queries2. Use links in SQL Queries

1. Enter your query into SQL StatementSQL Statement text box and use concatconcat function to format web
address into link as above

2. Click Show DataShow Data
3. Review Sample Result SetSample Result Set
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2.1. Update Report and check links2.1. Update Report and check links
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Bind VBind Variablesariables
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How do I use the :measurement_time bindHow do I use the :measurement_time bind
variable?variable?

The :measurement_time:measurement_time bind variable can be used to create multiple versions of a Report
for different date values. This article will show you how to use it.

These settings are specified at the Report Editor > Data Collection tab

1. Static Reports1. Static Reports

Let's say you have a report whose fetch statement is the following SQL query:

Select Product, Sum(Sales) From Sales_Data

That would get you aggregate data for all time. If you want to see results for a specific date, say,
January 1, 2013, you would modify the query to look like this:

Select Product, Sum(Sales) From Sales_Data Where Sale_Date = '2013-01-01'

2. Introducing the 'bind variable'2. Introducing the 'bind variable'

What if you want to see results for an arbitrary date but don't want to specify the date right
now? In that case, you would modify the query to look like this:

Select Store, Product, Sum(Sales) From Sales_Data Where Sale_Date = :measurement_time

The :measurement_time:measurement_time bind variable is a substitutable parameter whose value will be
determined at run time.
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3. Setting the value of the bind variable3. Setting the value of the bind variable

When it's time to collect data, Metric Insights will substitute one or more values for the
':measurement_time' bind variable added to a SQL query. The Report designer determines what
values will be substituted by making a selection from the Set :measurement_time valueSet :measurement_time value drop-
down list. The range of choices depends on the Measurement Interval of a given Report as well
as a pair of key settings in the Report Editor. (see next step).

For each distinct value of the bind variable, Metric Insights will execute the fetch command and
create a new report instance.

NOTE:NOTE: You can set a custom substitute value by clicking Add New Time CommandAdd New Time Command at the bottom
of the drop-down list.

4. K4. Key settings in the Report Editorey settings in the Report Editor

When combined with the measurement interval (refresh rate), two key settings determine
Report behavior:

• Is it a Snapshot Report?
• Can historical instances be backfilled?
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4.1. Is it a Snapshot Report?4.1. Is it a Snapshot Report?

Snapshot Reports are associated with keeping Report history and having the ability to compare
data sets over time.

• If this Report is not defined as a Snapshot ReportSnapshot Report (this field is set to 'no'), then only the
most recent instance of the report will be retained

• If it is a Snapshot Report (Report history is going to be kept), then an additional setting
will be exposed below, namely, Can historical instances be backfilled?Can historical instances be backfilled? (see below)

4.2. Can historical instances be backfilled?4.2. Can historical instances be backfilled?

This field is shown for Snapshot Reports only.

• If the Can historical instances be backfilled?Can historical instances be backfilled? field is set to 'no', then only one instance of
the Report will be computed at run time and it is required to set the value for the
':measurement_time' variable in the field below. It's important to note that while only
one instance of the report will be computed at run time, a new instance of the report will
be computed at each succeeding refresh interval. Since history is kept (the SnapshotSnapshot
Report?Report? field is set to 'yes'), all instances will be retained. This technique can be used to
create 'snapshots' of your underlying data at fixed time intervals.

• If this field is set to 'yes', then multiple instances of the report can be computed at run
time and the ':measurement_time' variable is defined automatically be the system.
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